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New
parade
rules in
place

Faculty
contracts
not yet
settled
Sarah Goberville
WINONAN

Brian Krans

Since spring of last year,
Winona State University faculty
has been working under a temporary contract that went into effect
after the legislature adjourned
without having ratified the contract.
"We have reached a tentative
agreement between the employer
and the union. The next step is
for it to be ratified by the legislature," said David Bratt, president of the faculty associatio and
professor of theater and dance .
Faculty is now under the
terms of the proposed contract
from last spring, until the legislature convenes again in January.
The legislature will make a
decision of approval or rejection
in January.
Associate Professor of Political Science, Darrell Downs, said
that the issue preventing the contracts from being ratified is
clearly health benefits for same
sex partners.
"It's a hotly debated contract,
but the great majority of faculty
support the contract as proposed," Downs said.
Bratt said, "Frankly, the state
has never been in this position
before. This is the first time in
more than 25 years that some
people have tried to make political hay out of provisions of a
state labor contract."
It wasn't until 25 years ago
that faculty members were
allowed to form unions.
If the Democratic Party doesn't take back the majority in the
house it might be a challenge to
get the contract ratified.
It's still possible, but benefits
for same sex relationships are
clearly unpopular among the
Republican Party, Downs said.
"Some say that the republicans objected to how much it
would cost, and others claim that
the real objection was , that our
contract, like all the other state
union contracts, included a provision that gave insurance benefits for domestic partners," said
Bratt.
"I have been fighting for
domestic partner benefits for
eight years," said Cindy Killion,
professor in the mass communication department.
Killion said that with
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Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Chancellor Dr. James McCormick was interviewed live on
1380 KAGE radio by news director Daryl Smelser on Tuesday morning as part of his-itinerary while visiting Winona State. McCormick discussed enrollment and tuition increases and also praised President
Darrell Krueger's leadership.

Winona State hosts
MnSCU chancellor
Theodore Evans
WINONAN

James McCormick, chancellor of the Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities,
expressed optimism towards
Minnesota's educational programs when visiting Winona
State University, on Tuesday,
Sept. 24.
McCormick began with a
radio interview on KAGEAM 1380 and a campus
overview by WSU President
Darrell Krueger and university leaders. McCormick and
his staff toured the WSU
campus, the science building
construction and Lourdes
Hall, and then opened up discussion in the student union
activities center about

MnSCU's plan for designing nity, expand programs and
services, strengthen commuthe future of education.
"You have every right to nity and integrate the Minn.
be proud of this university," educational system.
Part
of
the
reason
for
the
We need to tell our legis- tuition
lation the importance (of increase is
because,
our
"this system
just blame them
(MnSCU)
when they don't vote (for had an
increase of
the budget increase).
9,000 students in the
John Ostrem
past year,"
Legal and policy advisor McCormick,
said when
of the chancellor
asked about
McCormick said when intro- reasons for the tuition
ducing MnSCU's plan. The increase on KAGE-AM 1380
McCormick congratulated
plan hopes to open opportu-

educational system),

not

Minnesota's taxpayers for the
development of excellent
educational programs. "Basic
education is so important. We
should never expect to be a
higher priority than PK-12."
To get WSU and MnSCU
to matter; McCormick does
not want to "talk about institutions but about the needs of
the people of Minnesota."
"You won't have good
healthcare if this university
doesn't turn out the nurses,"
said McCormick.
The chancellor encouraged students and faculty to
get out and lobby. With help
from people involved in Minnesota's educational system,
he hopes to "work and get
third party support" by
See Chancellor, Page 4

Alcohol was never allowed on a
Winona State University homecoming parade float before, but
now there, will be no beverages of
any kind.
The WSU Homecoming Committee will not allow beverages
onto a club, organization or dorm
float for the Oct. 19 event.
The policy changed because an
underage WSU rugby player was
hospitalized last year after falling
off a team float where drinking
occured, and a girl was hit in the
head with a beer can while watching the parade on Huff Street.
The men's rugby team will not
be allowed to have a float this year.
The policy is in effect for all
beverages and alcohol, including
beer, Jell-O shots, popsicles or any
other form.
The parade is "the most visible
part of homecoming," said Joe
Reed, director of Student Activities. The change is for "mutual
respect (for) students and the community."
Reed spoke at a city council
meeting on Sept. 16, asking for
permission to have the parade
again, when council members
brought up past problems.
Changes had to be made to
Winona State policy before the city
council would allow the parade to
be held.
Reed told the council what the
university would do to remedy
these problems and decided on new
conditions, thus the council granted
permission on Sept. 16.
The 2002 Homecoming Committee sent packets to those eligible
for a float detailing homecoming
festivities and addressing the new
alcohol policy.
The packets detail a "no tolerance policy" in accordance with
municipal laws that state "anyone
found guilty of these codes will be
subject to removal from the parade
and legal action by the police."
Police and campus security will
be at the parade starting point
where Second Street intersects
Huff, as in the past, Reed said.
Police will not admit any driver
of a float if the driver is under the
influence of alcohol.
Reed also stated that if students
are unable to ride a float for the
See Parade, Page 3

I Lourdes roof on schedule
I

Lauren Elizondo
WINONAN

Winona State University students might
notice scaffolding and roofing materials
around the grounds when visiting Lourdes
Hall this fall.
Lourdes Hall, established in 1929, is
undergoing a complete roofing restoration
on the south and north wings. It will be the
building's first restoration for some parts of
the roof since Lourdes was originally built.
In 1996, the building went through a partial re-roofing. The total re-roofing area for
this project will be approximately 12,300
square feet.
The restoration of Lourdes' roof started
on May 6, 2002. Ledegar Roofing Co., based
in La Crosse, Wisc is working on the roof.
The company will be replacing the old roof
tiles with new clay-like tiles from a company
in New Lexington, Ohio.
The gutters that will be replacing the previous gutters are handmade with copper.
Facilities Coordinator Steve Ronkowski said

that though the plan was to keep the roof's
appearance similar to the original roof, there
will be more details in the roof valleys and
cupolas, the windowed structure on top of
the roof.
The total cost of the roof restoration is
$1,265,042.
The proposed finish date is Nov. 30,
2002. "The way things are going, we are
expecting to meet the November completion
date, bearing any unforeseen rain that could
delay the project," Ronkowski said.
"The restoration is being done to reduce
maintenance and to prevent water-damage to
the interior and exterior wall systems," said
Ronkowski. Fortunately, there has been no
major water damage to the walls in Lourdes
Hall.
There has been some concern as to how
students will take the noise level while the
roof is under construction.
Sara Lee Garcia, the west campus residence hall director said, "The students are
taking it amazingly well. There have hardly
been any complaints from them."

Garcia said that the workers usually start
working on the roof between 7 and 8 a.m..
Most of the students living directly below
the construction have early classes so there
are no problems with unwanted wake-up
calls.
There had been a resident Meeting at
Lourdes Hall about students keeping out of
the construction areas and respecting the
workers. "The students are very respectful of
the scaffolding and the workers," Garcia
said.
Parking had also been effected due to the
re-rooting. The Lourdes' parking lot is partially being used for storage space for construction materials. Parking elsewhere for
the time being has hardly angered students,
yet they will be grateful when the parking
spaces are available for student use again.
"The parking lot issue hasn't really affected
me because there are spots on the street I cari
still use to park," said Salman Ansari, a
Lourdes Hall resident.
Meghann Miller/WiNoNAN
In addition to the restoration of Lourdes' Construction workers are working to remove the last few
See Roof, Page 3

shingles left on Lourdes roof. Residents of Lourdes Hall
can expect to see views of bars from their windows.
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winona weather Student senate works for WSU
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Light rain and scattered showers through
Saturday. Highs dip into the upper 50s while
lows hang in the mid to lowers 40s.
source: weather.com

This day in history
Chief Justice Earl Warren swears in Thurgood Marshall, the
first black justice of the U.S. Supreme Court on this date in
1967. As chief counsel for the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) in the 1940s and
'50s, Marshall was the architect and executor of the legal
strategy that ended the era of official racial segregation.
The Warsaw Uprising ends with the surrender of the surviving Polish rebels to German forces in 1944.
On this day in 1941, the Germans began their surge to
Moscow, led by the 1st Army Group and Gen. Fedor von Bock.
Russian peasants in the path of Hitler's army employ a
"scorched-earth" policy. This was known as Operation
Typhoon.

Upcoming Events
Today

Fixation, an exhibit of sculptures by Aaron Dysart and
Kristina Estrell is scheduled to be on display today through
Oct. 23 in the Paul Watkins Gallery. The opening reception is
from 4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. A slide lecture by Dysart and Estrell
is scheduled for 6 p.m. in Gildemeister Hall, Room 155.
The Golden Key International Honour Society Club is
sponsoring the Books for Africa book drive. Books can be
dropped off in Somsen Hall, Room 311 throughout the year.
All books are welcome.
October 5

An elementary workshop titled "Movement in the
Music Classroom" will be held at 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center Choral Rehearsal Room. The fee for
the workshop is $20.
October 6

A student recital featuring Britt Hoffman will be held
at 4 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
October 8

The WSU retiree's breakfast social will be held from
9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the Kryzsko Commons Purple Rooms.

Student Senate Report +

expanded Wharf were all accomplished
through Student Senate.
The ability to do these things through
our constant lobbying efforts, and many,
Tony Romaine many other things would make this article unending.
Student Senate
Secondly, we are directly involved in
President
any decisions made about your fees and
tuition. Sometimes for better, sometimes
for worse, but unless we know what your
ideas are on these things we can only
assume. We all know what happens when
I want everyone to know exactly what
someone assumes something.
Winona State Student Senate does, so there
Lastly, we are your representatives, and
is no confusion on the issue.
we try our best to guess what your issues
For starters, we do tons of things that betmight be. Unless we actually hear from you,
ter the life of students across the board. For
the best we can do is guess and go by what
example, the new student union, the new
we know.
library hours, the Safe Ride program, the
The responsibility of politics is as folnew classes and the expanded classes, the
lows: We as representatives of the students
blood drive, the new club offices, the
are responsible for trying to find out what
expanded student answer center and the
the issues are and making the best decisions

-

October 9 10

Auditons for "Until Someone Wakes Up" will be held
in the Performing Arts Center Room 154. The auditions will
be from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. on Oct. 9 and from 6:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. on Oct. 10.
October 15

The WSU Lyceum Series presents Peter Hershock.
He will be addresing the events of Sept. 11, 2001 in a Buddhist perspective. It will begin at 6:30 p.m. in Stark Hall Auditorium. This event is free and open to the public.
.

Pamela Howland will be performing in a piano lecture
recital at 7:30 p.m. The theme of the recital is Stories,
Dreams and Impressions from France. Piano music of
Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel will be featured at the
recital. Tickets will be $5 for adults and $3 for students.
October 16

The Minnesota chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists will sponsor its annual student intern night from
6:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. at KSTP-TV in Minneapolis.
October 18

Go Fish will be performing at the Rochester Community College and Technical College Field House at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $15 and available at Christian Book and Gift in
Rochester, or Crossroads College Admissions Office.

Reach Tony Romaine at:
AMRomain9648@webmail.winona.edu
or by phone at 456-5517.

'+ Campus Security +
Sept. 29 — At 12:30 a.m. a
student was warned for disorderly behavior outside of Prentiss-Lucas.
Sept. 29 — At 3:30 a.m.
alcohol was confiscated from a
student entering Prentiss-Lucas.
The matter was referred to the
hall director.
Sept. 28 — At 2:45 a.m.
security was conducting routine
patrols in the area of Stark Hall
when they heard glass breaking
just north of campus. Security
arrived in the area and when
seen the subjects ran from the
area. A Winona State student
approached the guards and indicated that the group had just
assaulted him and that the subjects fled when they saw security. The victim was provided an
escort back to his residence. The
victim did not wish to make a
complaint and/or have the
police contacted. The matter
was referred to the director of

security.
Sept. 27 — At 11:07 a.m.
security was sent to Lourdes
when someone reported
smelling marijuana. The occupant of the room was contacted
and some drug paraphernalia
was confiscated. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
Sept. 27 — At 2:43 p.m. it
was reported that a student fell
'down the stairs in Minne. Security responded and assisted the
student. The student did not
wish for further assistance
and/or help.
Sept. 27 — At 11:47 p.m.
security responded to Sheehan
Hall for an intoxicated student.
EMS was called and the student
was transported to the hospital.
Sept. 26 — At 1:06 a.m
security was conducting a walk
through Prentiss-Lucas and
found several individuals
drinking in their room. The
matter was referred to the hall

Alcohol was eventually found in
the room. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
Sept. 22 — At 9:35 a.m. a
fire alarm was activated in the
Quad. A student who had
burned popcorn activated the
alarm. There was no fire.
Sept. 22 — At 6:20 p.m. a
student reported receiving
harassing phone calls. The matter was referred to the director
of security.
Sept. 22 — At 11 p.m. a student was contacted by security
for twirling sticks that had been
soaked in gasoline and set on
fire. The student was told to put
the fire out and his gasoline was
confiscated. The matter was
referred to the hall director.

director.
Sept. 25 — At 7:30 p.m. a
student reported that someone
removed a backpack from his
room in Lourdes sometime
between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m. on
Sept. 24 and Sept. 25. The backpack was eventually recovered
with several items missing.
Sept. 23 — At 2:30 p.m. a
student reported that her room
was entered and an undetermined amount of money was
taken. The burglary took place
on Sept. 20 at 4 a.m. A suspect
was identified and the matter
was referred to the hall director
and the director of security.
Sept. 23 — At 11 p.m. RAs
and security responded to a
noise complaint at Lourdes.

* *

COSMIC.111
* *
Middle East on the
BOWLING
path for peace
CRAWFORD, Texas (AP)– The Bush administration praised
Sunday's withdrawal of Israeli armor and soldiers from Palestinian Authority headquarters and urged both sides in the Middle
East conflict to work toward peace.
U.S. officials had been worried that a protracted standoff at the
Ramallah compound would hamper efforts to bring democratic
reforms to the Palestinian administration by reviving Yasser
Arafat's popularity. Only recently, Arafat loyalists had begun calling for the longtime symbol of the Palestinian movement to share
power, but his followers often rally around him when he comes
under Israeli pressure.
An aggressive U.S. lobbying campaign to end the 10-day siege,
which included a message delivered to Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon from President Bush through the U.S. ambassador in Israel
and a call to Sharon from Secretary of State Colin Powell,
appeared to work.

Paul Zimmer, a poet/essayist will be a part of the
Great River Reading Series at 7 p.m. in Kryzsko Commons'
Baldwin Lounge.
There will be a faculty recital featuring Suzanne
Draayer at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center Recital
Hall. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for students.

on these issues.
The students, and don't get me wrong I
am a student so I know, are responsible for
telling senate what issues they want
changed and which they want to stay the
same.
It takes a lot of time to sit here and try to
figure out what exactly the students want.
We can go from our experience, but those
are our opinions, and not the university
community as a whole.
I don't think you want to have all decisions made by student senate's opinions and
experiences. When I hear that student senate
doesn't actually do anything, I hear an opinion that is unfounded. I want any student
who feels this way to come talk to us and
find out the truth.

Monday & Tuesday Nights
9 P.M. till Midnight
$6
All You Can Bowl
(must have college I.D.)
Tuesday's 2 for 1 Burgers

Westgate Bowl *
* 454-3133
(Please Call for Reservations)
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Elcombe brings changes to the Residential College
Living—learning communities hope to stimulate and challenge students to think about new ideas

Jenny ButlerAVINONAN

Professor Ron Elcombe began this school year as the new Residential College
director. Elcombe is revamping Winona State's residential college program,
which has been offering a unique living-learning environment for 12 years.

Adam Crowson
WINONAN

The Residential College, a project that began
12 years ago at Winona State, will be experienc4.14 %/////..... e//,/, till SO X.: V.

t ■157. V.

ing new changes that will be implemented for
the next school year.
Ron Elcombe, a mass communication professor, was named the new director of the Residential College last semester. Elcombe is taking
the place of Professor. Dan Eastman, who held

61,3,/

Continued from Page 1

A new bar to open soon in downtown Winona
Katie Rademacher

hour-long trip without
any alcohol, the float
will not be able to have
a float in the parade next
year.
Police will also be
concerned with underage students consuming
alcohol along the street.
"They will be alert
about it," Reed said.
The homecoming
packets also detail that
alcohol will not be
allowed at any other
homecoming festivity,
including the football
game, tailgate party,

Roof

king. and queen coronation or any other university sponsored entertainment.
Reed also said that
police will also be concerned with public consumption, which has
been a problem in past
years.
For some people,
homecoming and alcohol go hand-in-hand, but
if it ever came to that,
there would be no
homecoming, Reed
said.

Continued from Page 1

roof,the building has
one through other
hanges. A sound sysptem had been added to
the dining area last year.
New doors had also
been installed and a
security system now
surveillance
provides
Lourdes
throughout
campus. A volleyball

the director's post for 12 years.
lege.
Elcombe first became interested in the West
"I feel that if I hadn't lived at the Residential
Campus when he worked on a joint grant appli- College, I might have missed out on some of the
cation with the Residential College and the friendships I have."
mass communication department.
Huber feels that she too, has had many posiElcombe sees his position at the Residential tive experiences and memories that will last a
College as an interesting and new challenge.
lifetime, "(The Residential College) is a great
Elcombe's largest goal is to make the Resi- place to discover the love of learning, the tolerdential Colley an exciting experience for the ance of individual differences, and the enjoyfirst year student.
ment of an enthusiastic community."
With the five living-learning communities
In addition to broadening the college experithat will be implemented into the college's cur- ence through activities, the program also looks
riculum by fall of 2003, Elcombe is very close at the academic and intellectual challenge that
to achieving this goal.
will stimulate students to learn new ideas and
The living-learning communities will be five concepts as well as new skills they will be able
student groups, consisting of approximately 100 to apply to the classroom or life in general.
to 125 students, which will focus on five differThe final objective of the program is that stuent theme areas.
dents will feel more comfortable contacting the
Each student that chooses
faculty outside of
to reside at the Residential
the classroom.
College for their first year will
Whether that
have to choose one of the five
comes in the
themes that interest them the
form of stopping
The Residential
most.
by an instructor's
College is a
Currently, the themes are
office for extra
under development. The fachelp on grasping
unique and excitulty have until Oct. 15 to suba tough concept
ing place that
mit a theme to Elcombe.
or having contact
integrates educaThe learning-living comwith a faculty
munities at WSU's Residenadvisor in one of
tion and social
tial College would follow the
the many organiactivities.
traditional structure of having
zations at WSU,
first year students enroll in
Sadie Huber students should
their courses. For example,
begin to realize
freshman will still be required
early on that the
to take an English composiResident Assistant
faculty are more
tion and speech course.
than willing to
of West campus
However, rather than just
help ensure that
giving a speech or writing a paper on any topic, the student understands the material being prethe student will focus his or her work on the sented in the classroom.
theme area chosen.
Cord Blomquist, a student who has lives in
By choosing to live at the Residential Col- Lourdes Hall, said the Residential College is a
lege — and thus being placed into a living- nice social environment, but was quick to add
learning community — it's Elcombe's goal to how the social aspect can be bad for a student's
see more students make an easy transition from academic life.
high school into college life.
"I'm not involved in too many activities,"
"The Residential College is just one way for said Blomquist, "and I know how to take care of
students to be successful in college," said my social life on my own."
Elcombe. "Not to say that students can't be sucBut Blomquist also said that the experience
cessful without attending the West Campus.
of living at the Residential College is a nice
"The West Campus is a mechanism that is an experience since students, who choose to be
effective way for a first year student to make the involved, can participate in many activities and
transition from high school to college."
meet many people here.
Sadie Huber, a resident assistant who has
But meeting new people can also help stulived at the West Campus for three years dents learn to see two sides to many issues.
said,"The Residential College is a unique and
"The Residential College and resident halls
exciting place that integrates education and are a great place to meet people with the same
social activities."
interests that you have," said Whalen, "as well
The living-learning communities have four as gain different perspectives on subjects based
objectives in mind to make the transition easier on what others think."
for first-year students. The overall objective is
Combining the experiences from the proto broaden the experience of the first year col- grams that have been experimented with in the
lege student.
past, as well as the research literature that is
By participating in campus activities and available for the other college's across the
becoming inyolved, students can meet other nation who have established successful Resipeople — who might share the same interests dential College's, Elcombe is confident to build
while forming new friendships, which can onto the foundation that has been established.
shape and brighten the college experience.
By expanding the opportunities available to
"So far it has been a positive experience," the students who choose to live at WSU's Resisaid Shane Whalen, a student who is beginning dential College, Elcombe hopes to achieve this
his third year of living at the Residential Col- goal.

court had been made to
enhance the courtyard
as well.
Overall, the roof
restoration at Lourdes
Hall is on track and will
be complete for the winter months.

WINONAN

A new bar in town is currently under construction,
but is soon to be open to the
general public.
Mulligan's Irish .Pub will
be offering 12 different beers
on tap, and a few liqueurs
and spirits. Entertainment
will be provided on a large
projection TV screen along
with seven other televisions,
pool tables, dart boards and
Golden T, a golf video game.
A majority of the workers
at the bar are Winona State
students. Mark Swenson,
the owner of Mulligan's
Irish Pub said, "We will be
stressing that our employees
carry out customer service
and courtesy to everyone at
the bar."
Mulligan's Pub is scheduled to be opening on Oct
4th. It is located at 219 East
Third Street in downtown
Winona.
Dan English, general
manager at Mulligan's Irish
Pub said, "We decided to
open our bar here in Winona

because we both went to Goodview.
and Huff.
and play.
school at WSU, knew people
This allowed him to open
Swenson and English
Prior to Mulligan's Irish
in town and loved the area." a bar here in Winona both believe it's been a lot of Pub, Friends was located in
Mulligan's Irish Pub will because he had his license fun watching the bar grow Mulligan's location.
be carding everyone. Each prior-to the hold moratorium, and progress into an inviting
"We want to work with
person must have a valid ID. which is a holding of distrib- place which has good ser- other bars in Winona, not
The bar will not be stamping uting liquor licenses to new vice, quality product and a compete with them," Swenhands as people enter the bar owners between Franklin clean environment for work son said.
bar, nor will
wristbands
be
distributed.
"People can
find ways around
stamps and
wristbands,
therefore
hartenders
are
responsible
to
card
everyone
who buys alcohol at the bar,"
Swenson said.
Swenson has
had his liquor
license since last
February. Along
with being
owner of Mulligan's Irish Pub
he owns Warehouse Liquors in
Winona and
Meghann Miller /WINONAN
Swenny's Ware- Dan English prepares to open the new bar Mulligan's Pub on Monday afternoon. Mullihouse Liquors in gan's will offer a casual atmosphere for college students.
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Contracts
Continued from Page 1
the views of some of the Republican Party members, "It's going
to become a political football.
It's become more of a moral
issue with some of them."
Downs mentioned that arguments might come up in legislation that will question the cost, as
well as the issue of fairness forunmarried heterosexual partners
in a committed relationship who
are not covered in the contract.
"We did some research, and
out of all of the employees in the
IFO, it's less than 15 or 20 people that qualify, so costs are minimal in terms of providing health
care to one's partner and family,"
Killion said.
Downs said, "There is certainly a feeling of optimism
among faculty. There is no sense
in getting fearful, but we do need
to be prepared for the next step."
Getting the contract ratified
also has a bearing on students.
There's an importance of conveying to our own legislatures
the value of stability on our campus.
"The thing the legislature

needs to consider is whether or
not they want to turn around benefits and salary that have already
been put into affect," Downs
said.
Provisions in university faculty contracts for domestic partner
benefits are not new subject matters.
Indiana University adopted
similar policies earlier this year,
as have other universities such as
California Berkeley, California
Davis, Cornell and Michigan.
On Sept. 13 of this year the
Purdue University Board of
Trustees offered university
employees benefits for domestic
partners of the same sex.
Benefits include tuition fee
remissions, personal accident
insurance, medical insurance,
access to university programs,
services and facilities and dependent life insurance.
"It's a train wreck if the contract doesn't pass, but it's anybody's call what will happen,"
Downs said

Grant received
for children's
center
Angie Brinkman
WINONAN
On Sept. 16 Winona State
University received a federal
grant from the Department of
Education for the Maxwell Children's Center.
June Reineke, director of the
Maxwell Children's Center
wrote the grant for the center and
is in charge of using the grant
money.
It is a four-year grant, which
allows the Maxwell Children's
Center to use 1percent of the university's Pell grants. 60 percent
of the grant money will go
towards a new classroom and the
other 40 percent will be used to
start a sliding fee scale.
The grant received by WSU
will make it possible for the
Maxwell Children's Center
charge on a sliding fee scale.
With the grant, parents don't
have to pay the base rate; they
will pay a lower fee for having
their children at the Maxwell
Children's Center. The rates will
be divided among the age
groups.
Reineke received help from
Nancy Peterson, director of
grants and sponsored projects,
revising the grant. Reineke also
had to check with Carol Anderson, dean of the education
department to assure that the
grant was consistent with the
goals and priorities of the education department.
This year the state of Minnesota cut subsidies from
$50,000 down to $9,000. This
made it difficult for low-income
students to send their children to
daycare. "We could start using
the funds now but we haven't
received the actual grant money
yet," Reineke said.
Reineke said the grant will
greatly help the low-income students. Since this is a federal
grant, low-income students at
WSU with residency in other
states than Minnesota would also
benefit from the new grant.
Along with lowering the price
of daycare for low-income students this grant will also make it
possible for the Maxwell Children's Center to do a little
remodeling. The remodeling will
make it easier for the staff to care
for different aged children. One
old classroom will become a
room for the pre-schoolers.
They also plan to take some

walls out and replace them with
doorways; this will make room
for some new office areas for the
people who work closely with
the Maxwell Children's Center.
Currently there are eight professionals, 32 students who are
work-study students or student
help and approximately 30 field
placement students from the College of Education.
"The grant will allow us to
create a remodeled area. In the
remodeled area we will be breaking the infants apart and putting
them in groups that better suit
their actual ages," Reineke said.
This grant will not only help
the Maxwell Children's Center,
but also the education department.
The center is an asset to the
education department. It
enhances the qualities of not
only the teacher education program but also the counselor education program, Anderson said.
Anderson explained that the
Maxwell Children's Center provides opportunities for future
teachers with all ages of children.

Minnesota named hardest working in U.S.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Minnesota is
the hardest-working state in the nation,
according to a new report by the U.S.
Labor Department.
Last year, Minnesota had a greater share
of the total population in the labor force
than any other state, according to the
recently released statistics.
" I intend to work here until my legs
won't bring me in here any more," said
Kathryn Gibson, 64, who works part time
as a receptionist at Bloomington-based
Retirement Enterprises.
Minnesotal's hard work ethic isn't anything new. The state has been at or near the
head of the pack on labor force participation for most of the 1990s, said Jay Mousa,
head of research at the Minnesota Department of Economic Security.
"It's really been a trend over the last 10
years,"Mousa said.
Several factors may drive the trend,
including people who have postponed
retirement, a work force in Minnesota
that's better educated than most, new jobs
that attracted job seekers from other states,
rising real wages that increased the
rewards of work and demographic trends.
Minnesotans also may be determined to
find work. The labor force is defined as
people who either have a job or are seeking
one.
"People don't give up because they
know they can find a job," said Brian
McCall, economist at the University of

Minnesota's Carlson School of Manage- of jobs during the 1990s," Mousa said.
More people have been attracted into the
ment.
Senior citizens also are being forced to work force because of the employment
return to work to obtain affordable health opportunities."
Daniel Mitchell, professor of manageinsurance. A growing number of people
who turn to Retirement Enterprises for ment at the University of California at Los
jobs are working to avoid depleting their Angeles, said Minnesota's high labor force
savings on health care, said the company's . participation rate may be partly explained
by the state's climate. Not its economic clifounder, Cynthia Cook.
mate, but its weath"Many would
er.
like 'to be enjoyMinnesota
ing their retireexports retirees to
ment, but because
California, Florida,
of the financial
to work
Arizona
and other
stress of rising
til my legs
locales and attracts
health insurance
won't bring me in
premiums, they're
few retirees from
other
states,
forced to take
here anymore
Mitchell said. In
full-time jobs,"
other words, when
Cook said.
many
Minnesota
Mousa points
Kathryn Gibson
workers become
out that Minnesota also is well
idle after a lifetime
Receptionist
of work, they leave
educated. The
2000 Census found that 28 percent of Min- to lower the work force participation rate
nesotans age 25 and older had college in sunshine states.
degrees compared with 25.1 percent
Those who stay in Minnesota may be
less financially independent than those
nationally.
The largest migration of population into who move and more likely to find partMinnesota in the state's history in the last time jobs rather than stay at home,
decade was fueled by a wave of new jobs. Mitchell said.
At last count, 2,650,299 people were work"That may be a downsizing of their
ing in Minnesota, a gain of more than commitment to the work force, but not a
total withdrawal," he said.
400,000 from a decade ago.
"We have created a significant number

Chancellor
Continued from Page 1
encouraging people who aren't
at the front lines of politics to
support the educational system.
As part of their plan to help
fund MnSCU more adequately,
the chancellor's office looks
forward the election of seven
new legislators on Nov. 5.
"We need to present a budget
that is realistic to the state's economic picture at a time when the
legislature is looking at a ten
percent budget cut, not a tax
increase," said John Ostrem, the
chancellor's legal and policy
advisor.
"We need to tell our legislature the importance (of our educational system) not just blame

them when they don't vote (for
the budget increase)," said
Ostrem when answering for the
chancellor.
MnSCU's Finance and Facilities Policy Committee is
requesting $107.3 million more
in state appropriations over the
next two years.
The chancellor and his
office, presidents of the state
colleges and universitie, and
representatives of faculty, staff
and students help to develop the
request.
With a successful "designing
the future" campaign, the
MnSCU budget increase will
help support WSU's plans for

further growth.
Outlining current growth and
plans for the future, Darrell
Krueger and WSU leaders presented a campus overview
including a look at Winona
State's master plan, institutional
profile and sesquicentennial
preparations to McCormick.
The sesquicentennial committee will begin planning in
2007 for the celebration. Plans
will include a logo, monument,
memorial and even a possible
re-enactment of the signing of
the 1858 Normal School Act
"We are passionate about
developing more compatible
space," said Cal Winbush, direc-

for of student affairs, when discussing the master plan. The
plan includes the development
of a 360-bed facility east of
campus.
Current master plan accomplishments included breaking
ground on the new science
building, renovating Minne Hall
and planning for Maxwell and
Gildemeister renovation.
The institutional profile
emphasized the development of
leadership skills in staff, faculty,
resident hall advisors and students.

Want to Place an Ad!!
Contact Mayumi Takahashi
507-457-5677
or
winonanads@winona.edu

Classifieds
Spring Break
***ACT FAST! Save $$$, Get Spring
Break Discounts!... 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

SPRING BREAK to Mexico with
Mazatlan Express. (800) 366-4786 or
www.mazexp.com
16 Years-One Spring Break Destination-One Company. Travel with
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the most
successful Acapulco Spring Break
company ever, and you will never
want to use a different Spring Break
company again. Sign up by Nov. 1
and get over $100 in food and merchandise FREE. 800-875-4525.
www.bianchi-rossi.com . Travel FREE
- ask how!

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best Prices.
Free Parties & Meals! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.corn

We PAY to party & we need Marketing Reps! Great commisions-full
training provided. Reps get FREE
trips & VIP Access on-site! Lowest
spring break prices & largest parties in South Padre, Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan. (877) 633 2386 /
jobs@InertiaTours.com . On the U
of M in Dinkytown.

Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for students or organizations to sell our
Spring Break packages to Mexico.
(800) 366-4786

Help Wanted

Students

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Need to sell something? Run a classified in the Winonan. It's cheap and
easy! Call Mike at 457-5677 or e-mail
winonanads@winona.edu

Bartender Trainees Needed!
$250 a day potential
Local Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 712

Full-size Mattress Set COMPLETE
w/frame. Brand new, still in bag, $500
value, Sacrifice for $185. Delivery
available, 608-304-2337
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Several authors to read at W

Bridgette Demasi
WINONAN

Thisbe Nissen kicked off the John S.
Lucas Great River Reading Series for
the 2002-2003 academic year on Sept.
17. She read a story from her collection
titled "Out of the Girls' Room and Into
the Night." Approximately 120 students, faculty and members of the community attended the event.
Former Winona State university professor John Reinhart and his wife
founded the John S. Lucas Great River
Reading Series. John Lucas's widow
and the Residential College generously
funded this organization, which is now
in its fifth year of existence.
Professor Kenneth McCullough is
currently the program's coordinator.
"We tried to get a wide range of
authors to visit so readers of different
nationalities, backgrounds and view-

points can relate and enjoy the readings," McCullough said.
In the future, McCullough hopes the
John S. Lucas Series will encourage a
theme-based curriculum. He feels it
would be beneficial to readers to be
aware of what is going on in different
academic departments.
For example, a story about the Mississippi River could focus on the environment while also talking about science in eloquent prose.
The Women Involved in Living and
Learning book club is supporting the
John S. Lucas Great River Reading
Series, as well. Nikki Gruis, WILL
book club coordinator, commented on
the benefits audience members receive
from the readings.
"I strongly encourage the general
student population to go to these readings and get involved," Gruis said. "It's

terrific to gain insight on how the
author's background affects his or her
Writing."
Tamara Berg, WILL advisor, agreed
and said she is excited about this year's
program. In her college experience,
Berg met only one author.
Seven more authors are scheduled to
give readings this academic year. Paul
Zimmer, the next author scheduled to
read, will be on Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. in the
Baldwin Lounge of Kryzsko Commons.
Others include David Dodd Lee (Oct. '
30), Deb Marquart (Nov. 6), Bill Holm
(Dec. 5), Reginald Gibbons (Feb. 10),
Adria Bernardi (March 26), and Ray A.
Young Bear (April 2).
"Those are the scheduled dates, but
if an author is passing through, we'll
invite them to stop," McCullough said.

Guest soprano performed
with Wind River Trio
Bridgette Demasi

sang in German, but English translations were available in
the
programs. The next pieces were La Capinera by J. BeneWINONAN
dict
and Portrait-by Cecile Chaminade.
This past Tuesday enjoyment, relaxation and entertain"I
liked, equally, playing the Portrait and La Capinera, ment were provided in the Recital Hall of the Performing
Shepherd
said.
Arts Center.
The
final
piece, written in 'Old English, was four fragThe Wind River Trio includes flutist Zoe Shepherd, clarments
of
Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales, as set to music by
inetist James Hoch and pianist Barbara DuFresne. Shepherd,
Lester
Trimble.
Hoch and Carol Dahlberg originally formed the Trio in 1988
To create a more medieval atmosphere, DuFresne traded
when they taught at Central Wyoming College. When Shepher
piano for a harpsichord. "The last piece was a challenge,"
herd and Hoch moved to Winona, DuFresne replaced
DuFresne
said, "but it was great playing with the vocalist in a
Dahlberg.
chamber
situation."
All members of the Wind River Trio teach in WSU's
music department. Hoch teaches music theory IV, V, VI, orchestration, counterpoint, secondary music methods, applied clarinet and
saxophone, woodwind ensembles, composition and woodwind methods; Shepherd
teaches applied flute, flute choir and theory I
& II; and DuFresne teaches applied piano
and accompanying.
Carolyn Pratt, a well known vocalist
throughout the Midwest, joined the Trio as
guest soprano. Pratt has performed with the
Minnesota Opera, the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra and the Minnesota Orchestra.
The Trio was delighted to have Pratt join
their ensemble for the performance.
"We had a good time," Hoch said. "It was
a treat, a real treat, to have Carolyn as our
guest."
The Wind River Trio performed five
-Seamus Boyle/WINONAN
pieces on Tuesday night. Duo Concertant, op.
51 by P.A. Genin, an energetic piece, opened Guest solo vocalist Carolyn Pratt joined Zoe Shepherd, James
the night. The second piece was Sechs Hoch, and 'Barbara DuFresne of the Wind River Trio in a night
Deutsche Lieder, op. 103, which translates to of chamber music at the Performing Arts Center on Sept. 24.
Six German Songs by Louis Spohr. Pratt

Seamus Boyle/WINONAN

The Wind River Trio, Shepherd, DuFresene and Hoch, and Pratt perform another selection of
chamber music during the recital last Tuesday night.

Seamus BoyleAVINoNAN

Barbara Conable used a replica of a human spine to demonstrat
correct posture for a musican at one of her lectures last week on
"What Every Musican Needs to Know About the Body."

Workshop shows
link between the
body and music
Naomi Ndubl
WINONAN

Musicians' health is a hot topic
these days, with good reason, because
the demands on a professional musician can be incredible. Rock band
players are often required to play week
after week. Freelance musicians may
feel the need to accept as many gigs as
possible to make a living and to stay in
the "loop."
Musicians all over America are suffering from pain and limitation in their
playing; some to the point of losing
their careers. Most of these musicians
hurt because they misuse their bodies
while performing, and can remedy
their condition through information
and retraining. Techniques used in
retraining musicians include body
mapping, also known as the Alexander
Technique. The technique was
presented in a 6-hour workshop
Sept. 28.
The workshop, held on campus,
offered an intensive introduction to
information about the body, with an
emphasis on integrating that information immediately into the musician's
body map.
F.M. Alexander, a talented actor
who frequently lost his voice during
performances, developed the technique. He recognized a predictable
pattern of tension throughout his body,
which, among other things, resulted in
the loss of his voice. By learning to
free his neck and allow his head to

float *back to balance again on top of
the spine, his body lengthened,
became free of the tension, and
allowed him to perform to the best of
his abilities.
The Alexander technique teaches
musicians how to eliminate excess
effort that obstructs free movement. It
is a process musicians use to learn
methods of using their bodies and
allowing more natural movements to
emerge.
Barbara Conable, founder of the
Andover Educators, is a teacher of the
American Society for the Alexander
Technique and of Alexander technique
International. She has over 25 years of
experience in applying body mapping
to the Alexander technique. She has
taught and presented countless workshops and clinics throughout the United States and has taught special residencies at a number of universities
including Wekminster Choir College,
University of Colorado and University
of Oklahoma.
Conable is the author of How to
Learn Alexander technique: A manual
for students, What Every Musician
Needs to Know About the Body, and
The Structures and Movement of
Breathing: A primer for choirs and
choruses."
Conable, who resides in Portland,
Oregon, continues to develop the theory and practice of body mapping.
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City asked to promote bicycling
Chris Benda

Environmental
columnist

This year it is nice to see more people bicycling
than they did in previous years. It is also particularly nice that many of these people are bicycling
as a mode of transportation in contrast to recreational purposes.
Personally, I receive great enjoyment from the
twelve-block ride from my apartment to campus,
especially for its invigorating quality in the morning.
My neighbors both drive separate vehicles to
campus and I wonder if they get there any faster.
My experience has been that you can spend more
time looking for a place to park then it takes to
drive to campus from your home.
Last week I rode down Seventh Street, the road
with a stop sign at nearly every intersection. A car

passed me, then stopped at the intersection while I
passed him, then it passed me again halfway down
the block, stopped again and the cycle continued
for 10 blocks. When the car parked near my house,
I laughed, thinking that we would both be unlocking our doors at the same time.
The 1995 National Personal Transportation
Survey (NPTS) found, "that approximately 40 percent of all trips are less than two miles in length, a
trip which represents a 10 minute bike ride or a 30
minute walk."
This is interesting given the fact that Tommy
Thompson, the Secretary of the United States
Department of Health and Human Services, said,
"Simply walking 30 minutes a day can have a measurable impact on a person's health and in preventing diseases such as diabetes."
He has a right to be concerned. His department
concluded that 300,000 people die each year from
diseases and health conditions related to a sedentary lifestyle and poor eating habits. This number
is almost as large as the total number of deaths
each year caused by smoking and it's estimated to
cost $117 billion annually.
Surprisingly, a 1995 Rodale Press poll found
that 40 percent of U.S. adults said they would cornmute by bicycle if safe facilities were available.

Add to that number the one-third of Americans
who are too young, too old or too poor to drive
their own vehicle. The result is a significant number of people who need their transportation needs
met in another way.
So why don't more people bike? The infrastructure to safely and efficiently use a bicycle for
transportation does not exist. Simply painting bike
lines next to a major road is not safe because
motorists do not like to share the road with bicyclists. Yet, everyone has, a legal right to locomotion and that means that non-motorized travelers
must be accommodated on every road.
For example, if there is no room to pass, the
motorist must follow the cyclist at reduced speed
waiting for a safe opportunity to pass. What usually happens is that the vehicle operator violates the
right-of-way of the cyclist and passes too closely.
Motorists do not like to treat cyclists as if they
were vehicles and most cyclists are not used to
being treated as such. This is the cause for much
confusion.
This also is why some bikers, typically the
younger ones, dart out of intersections, cross the
street in the middle of a block, and only yield at
stop signs. They have found that it is easier to bike
defensively. This is definitely not a reasonable

alternative.
In Winona we have railroad tracks everywhere,
and I propose that the city use them as the foundation for a rapid non-motorized transit network.
Trails could be developed to parallel the tracks
with a barrier in-between the track and trail. This
way, runners, bikers, inline-skaters, etcetera, could
quickly get across town without having to stop or
deal with cars.
At the major intersections, tunnels could be
built so trail-users could continue without having
to stop for traffic. The more convenient the system
is, the more people will begin to use it. An even
more convenient and motivating mechanism to get
people out of their cars would be to not build tunnels and, instead, have the railroad gates lower for
trail-users like it does for trains.
If there is money available to rebuild the Wagon
Bridge and develop Aghaming, surely money
could be raised for a healthy, safe, non-polluting,
energy-efficient, non-motorized transportation network. Winona is flat and small, so go by bike!

Reach
Chris
cdbenda8344@winona.edu

Benda

at

Seasonings

Breakfast in bed: a romantic way to wake up
Try This:

Missy Teff

Food Columnist

Cinnamon Roll Bits
1 large box vanilla instant puddin
1/2 cup butter, melted
tablespoon cinnamon
1 cup brown sugar
2 tablespoonsin .1k
2 rolls frozen br i ad dough
Thaw dough in refrigerator overnight. Spray a 9
x 13 cake pan with non-stick cooking spray. Tear
one roll of dough into small pieces and place in a
single-layer in the bottom the cake pan; let both
rolls of dough rise 30 minutes. Mix pudding, butter, cinnamon, brown sugar and milk together in a
small bowl and spread over bread dough in cake
pan Tear the second roll of bread dough into pieces
and place on top of mixture in pan. Bake at 350
degKees for 30 minutes.

There's a reason some of the most romantic gestures are cliches. Time and trials have
proven that acts like reciting one of Shakespeare's love sonnets or showing up with a
dozen roses are often effective ways of getting to a girl or guy's sentimental side (yes,
guys do have a sentimental side).
Personally, my love of cooking and baking often leads me to incorporate food into
romantic gestures. I've done candlelight dinners and midnight picnics, but only recently
did a guy come up with a variation of a classic: breakfast-in-bed.
This is a fairly easy presentation to pull
off, assuming you have done a little planning
and preparing in advance.
Before you crack the first egg, make sure
you have some idea of what your sweetie
likes. There's no use serving scrambled eggs
to someone who only likes sunny-side up,
and you'll be eating those carefully cleaned

strawberries alone if your honey is
allergic- not that you have to reveal
your menu and plans to get advanced
approval.
If you're not good at hinting and
covertly asking questions, use the
simple powers of observation. Unless
this is part of a fast-track first date (in
which case I say go ahead and ask),
you've probably been around the
other person enough to pick up general likes and dislikes.
If you still haven't a clue, try going grocery shopping together. Make little comments like, "Don't you love fresh croissants
in the morning?" and "I want to start drinking coffee. Do you know any good brands?"
The responses will help you create the menu.
After you have the menu, collect and
assemble all the ingredients. It's easier to
quietly prepare breakfast if you already have
the pancake batter in the fridge, coffee
grounds in the filter and omelet fillers like
peppers and ham cleaned and cut. After all,
your snookums will be in a much better
mood if allowed to sleep rather than listen to
you bumble around the kitchen, banging
pans together and fumbling with the blender.
Timing is important here, too. Some people don't want to wake up at 8 a.m. on a Sunday morning, even if it is for a beautifully

prepared breakfast. And it doesn't have the
charm if you begin . cooking an hour after
your dearest wakes up.
Finally, those little details and extras
count. Serve the orange juice in champagne
glasses, cut the toast into shapes, use linen
napkins, include a flower in a vase... whatever it takes to add a special touch. And
when the meal is done, please clean everything up. No one wants to follow a romantic
breakfast-in-bed with an intensive kitchen
cleaning.
Now, I say my guy came up with a variation because the breakfast wasn't actually
served in bed. I hate the idea of sleeping
among toast crumbs, so I traded the bedroom
for the dining room. I still got to rest in bed
while breakfast was prepared and the table
set. I just lazily wandered in to the kitchen
when everything was prepared.
A,s another variation, feel free to alter a
menu to fit the recipient. Breakfast-in-bed
does not have to be breakfast foods. Your
significant other may prefer pizza and a Diet
Pepsi to omelets and orange juice. Romance
is more about centering on the person than
centering on the so-called rules.

Reach Missy Teff at
fooddiva@hotmaiLcom

Wi-fi network offers Net access anywhere Witherspoon
film No. 1
at box office
Michael
Canavino

Technology
Columnist
802.11b. Although this may sound
like an advanced flag course, it is
actually the name for wireless networking. A wireless network, commonly called a wi-fi (wireless fidelity) network, allows a computer to
connect to the Internet without being
plugged in. This is accomplished by
plugging a Wireless Access Point,
(WAP) into the network (e.g. those
orange plugs) and using a PC Card
"wireless network adaptor" in your
laptop. You can go several hundred
feet away from the access point and
still be on-line. Setting up a wireless
network in your home would allow
you to sit outside with your laptop and

play EverCrack. Sunlight and
computer games; the best of both
worlds! Internal cards and external USB network adaptors are
also available for desktop computers too.
So why doesn't everyone have
a wi-fi network? Unfortunately,
there's a little more to know. In
this two-part column- this is part
one, so relax-I'll cover wi-fi in
detail and explain how you too can
give free Internet access to your
neighbors.
Ok, so you know you need a network, which could be either the campus network, cable modem from HBC
or Charter, or DSL from DTI. You
also know you need an access point
and a network adaptor for your laptop
or desktop computer. So what else do
you need? First you should know a little technical background on wireless
networks. As you might remember
from your Physics 101 class, when
you tune your radio to KQAL 89.5,
you are actually finding the frequency

IS IT FINISHED?
WAS IT HASTILY SCRIBBLED
THE MORNING IT WAS POE?

of 89.5MHz, or megahertz. If you
look on your cordless phone, it will
say either 900MHz or 2.4GHz, or
gigahertz. Now remember that number. A wireless network commonly
uses the frequency of 2.4GHz. Sound
familiar? That's right, your phone,
and your neighbor's phone, and their
neighbor's phone may be running at
2.4Ghz too. Ditto with your
microwave, and your neighbor's. . .
well, you get the idea. All the above is
handy to keep in mind, especially
when deciding on the location of your
access point, and why you are not getting the claimed 1000ft. of coverage.
Hint: don't put the computer near
your phone or your microwave.
As I mentioned above, you'll need
an access point. You have some
options. You can go with just a WAP,
or you can go with a
WAP/router/switch device. A
router/switch is commonly used in
homes to share a cable or DSL Internet connection with wireless and
wired computers: the main advantage

is saving you some money. It also
offers more expansion possibilities.
Since the price difference can quickly
be recovered, I recommend going
with a WAP/Router/Switch combo.
You have several choices with the.network adaptors too. Many new laptops
come with wi-fi built in, but you can
buy a PC Card for an older laptop, a
net-Work card for a desktop PC, or
finally a USB adaptor for either. Neither of the university Gateways have
built-in wi-fi. Expect to pay anywhere
from $50 to $80 for any of the components. I'll discuss the different brands
and options next week, but many
manufacture's now offer package
deals that include an access point and
a card or USB adaptor.
Expect to pay a little over a $200
for a WAP and a laptop wireless network card. Check out www.homenethelp.com for a lot of great info.

Reach Michael Canavino at
Mmcanavino winona.edu

AND PEOPLE WONDER HOW,
THE 'STARVING ARTIST' CLICHE
STARTER...

LOS ANGELES (AP)
The South has risen again at the box office
as Reese Witherspoon's comedy 'Sweet
Home Alabama' collected $37.5 million to
debut as the weekend's No. 1 movie.
Two-week champ 'Barbershop' fell to
third place behind the $15.1 million opening
of Jackie Chan's 'The Tuxedo,' an action
comedy in which a man becomes a super spy
with the help of a high-tech suit.
`Barbershop,' a comedy-drama about a
black neighborhood in Chicago whose residents make the local haircutting salon an
unofficial country club, earned $10.1 million
in its third week, a 21 percent drop from the
week before.
`Barbershop,' which cost about $12 million to make, has collected a total of $51.4
million.
`Sweet Home Alabama' benefited from the
appeal of 'Legally Blonde' star Witherspoon,
although critics generally sneered at its story
about a newly engaged New York fashion
designer who returns to her Southern hometown to finalize her divorce from a man she
considers a hayseed.
"This assures Reese Witherspoon's place
as a major movie star," Dergarabedian said.
"The movie rests completely on her shoulders. She's the main star, and carries the
whole thing."
The PG-13-rated comedy performed well
with the date crowd, and also had many families in attendance, said Chuck Viane, head of
distribution for Disney, which released the
film.
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Theaters

Vast movie info
found on Web

THE CURE FOR A SHAKY MARKET?
A SOLID FOUNDATION.
Looking for more stability in these uncertain

Brian Gallagher

search for movies by title, theatrical release date,
genre,
director, screenwriter, distributor or video
WINONAN
release date. And when you find the film you're
Did you know that the movie "Freddy vs.
looking for, they have a wealth of information to
Jason," which pits horror icons Jason Voorhees
give you. The site gives you the release date,
and Freddy Krueger against each other, is finally
writer, director and cast. Greg, the site's creator,
being made? Did you know that the second and
gives his thoughts on a particular movie, and lists
third "Matrix" sequels are being released almost
all the particular updates on that movie. So if you
back-to-back ("Matrix Reloaded" will be released
want to know if Bruce Willis is doing another
in May 2003 and "Matrix Revolutions" will be
"Die Hard" movie or if the "A-Team" movie is
released in August 2003)? Did you know that the
ever coming out, check out this site,
sequel for "Bad Boys" has been filming in
Miami? I did, but how? Did I know because I
"Coming Attractions"
spent $269 on a year's subscription to the main
www.corona.bc.ca/films
Hollywood trade paper Variety? No. Am I clairThis site usually gets most of the movie news
voyant? No. I knew all these Tinseltown tidbits
first. They seem to release the most scoops and
because I peruse many excellent movie Web sites.
exclusives of all of the movie sites. They have a
Here are of some of those sites.
different type of review each Friday. The section
is called "My Loose Thread" and it features
"Cinema Confidential"
screenplay reviews from Darwin Mayflower.
www.cinecon.com
These can be fun to read, and a different way to
This is usually my first stop on the information
find out about an upcoming movie. Most of the
superhighway for movie news. This is a very
time the movie turns out different from the script
comprehensive site that looks like an AP ticker.
that is reviewed, but it's usually not changed a
On the right side of the site they have all the
whole lot Like the other sites, "Coming Attracupdates for the past few days, and the time that
tions" has contests and film reviews, but the
they were posted. The site also, features a comscreenplay reviews and the latest news sets this
plete release date calendar of movies, a photo
site apart from the pack.
gallery with stills from new and upcoming
movies, a movie review section with reviews
"Internet Movie Database"
from the site editor Thomas Chau, a section with
www.imdb.com
a bunch of interviews with movie stars and direcHave you ever had a movie in your head, and
tors, a movie trailer section and some contests
you knew who was in it, but couldn't remember
where you can win cool stuff like a voice recorder
what it was called? Have you ever wondered who
pen from "Ballistic: Ecks vs. Sever" or a poster
played Boba Fett in "Empire Strikes Back"? If
from "Sweet Home Alabama" autographed by
you've wondered about things like this,
Reese Witherspoon. This is a great site to get
imdb.com is definitely the site to visit. This site
started if you want to get the latest scoop about
has a listing for every movie that has been
upcoming movies.
released and is chocked full of info for each
movie. They list all the box office data, film bud"JoBlo's Movie Emporium"
gets, shooting locations, cast and crew, awards,
www.joblo.com
reviews, trivia bits, release dates, news articles,
JoBlo has a lot to offer as a movie site. They
trailers, posters, TV schedules and much more.
have a lot of DVD reviews and movie reviews
And you can click on each member of a cast or
they are one of the first sites to deliver new movie
crew and see each movie he/she has worked on,
trailers and some interesting trivia quizzes to help
and sometimes get a biography, as well. The site
you brush up on your movie knowledge. As far as
doesn't have a lot of info on upcoming movies,
movie news goes it's a bit slow. The news is usualthough they do post movie and celebrity news
ally posted on other sites before it's posted on
daily. The database is definitely worth checking
JoBlo. However, the reviews are well written and
out if you need any information on a movie that's
usually delivered before the movie or DVD is
been released.
released. They also have a good selection of
movie scripts to look at. This is a good site to go
The sites I've listed are just a few of the movie
to if you're wondering which DVD to rent
sites on the Web. There are many others worth
because their DVD reviews are the site's best fealisting such as www.movie-list.com , a database of
ture.
movie trailers, www.4filmmakers.com, another
great movie database, and www.comingsoon.net ,
"Greg's Previews of Upcoming Movies"
a source for more upcoming movie news and
movies.yahoo.com/upcoming
www.aintitcoolnews.com , the Howard Stern of
to
be
which
used
This,
site,
movie news Web sites. If you check out all of
upcomingmovies.com , is a great site to find out these sites, maybe you'll know as much about
about the movie you heard about somewhere else.
movies as I do... maybe.
They have a nice database of upcoming films that
you can search for in a lot of ways. You can

times? Consider TIAA's Traditional Annuity

6.25%

and the reasons it remains the bedrock of
so many well-balanced retirement portfolios.

Total interest rate
for contributions received
through 9/30/02

TIAA's Traditional Annuity guarantees your
principal and a 3% rate of interest. Plus it
offers the potential for additional growth
through dividends, which we've declared and
paid each year for more than half a century.
And while our current 6.25% interest rate
is certainly attractive, it's the power of taxdeferred growth and the promise of lifetime

Guaranteed

income that make TIAA such a sensible way

interest rate 2

to prepare for tomorrow.
Whether it's time to revisit your long-term
strategy,or you're interested in rolling over
retirement funds, give us a call. Find out

AAA

how we can help you build the future you

Highest possible ratings
from the industry's
leading independent
rating agencies 3

want and deserve.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results.
TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

Managing money for people
with other things to think about./

1. Retirement Annuity premiums received from 7/1/02 through 9/30/02 will be credited with an effective annual interest
rate of 6.25% that is guaranteed through 2/28/03. The corresponding rate for SRAs and IRAs is 5.75%. Accumulations in
force and contributions received after 9/30/02 may he credited with a different interest rate. The effective annual interest
rate consists of a guaranteed rate of 3% during the accumulation stage plus dividends as declared by TIAA. Dividends, when
declared, remain in effect for the ''dividend year," which begins each March 1st. 2. Guarantees are backed by TIAA's claims
paying ability. 3. TIAA has received the highest possible ratings from A.M. Best Co., Standard & Poor's, Fitch, and Moody's
Investors Service for stability, sound investments, claims-paying ability, and overall financial strength. © 2002 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017.
02-0003

CAINICUA 0 ACAPULCO 0 JAMAICA- •

quote of the week

"If you wanna know something he won't tell you, cut off one of his
fingers.
The little one. Then tell him his thumb is next. After that he'll tell you
if he wears ladies underwear. I'm hungry. Let's get a taco."
-'Reservoir Dogs'

'Tuxedo' fails to bring magic to theatre
Brian Gallagher
Movie Reviewer

Starring Jackie Chan, Jennifer Love Hewitt

that feel-s like an homage to the great chase scene in "flic
French Connection."
He accomplishes this goal and gets a new job drivMg for
the suave secret agent Clark. Devlin (Jason Issacs). Devlin only
has one rule: Don't touch his tuxedo. Then it all ,,oes a \\ ry
when Chan and Devlin are being chased. by a remote bomb on
a skateboard, and Devlin gets hurt in the explosion and
Tong "wear it"— referring to the tuxedo. So Tong wears the
tuxedo and the tuxedo activates, turning Tong into a loser with
a fancy tuxedo that can do anything. The tuxedo can make him
dance, tight, shoot with excellent precision and almost anything else. And when agent Del Blaine (Hewitt) calls, he pretends to be Devlin.

Directed by Kevin Donovan

was having a hard time deciding what movie to review for
this week. The only two new releases this week were "Sweet
Home Alabama" and "The Tuxedo." I wasn't anxious to see
either one of these movies at all, So, when I got to the theater
and saw almost the entire Winona female population waiting
in line to see "Sweet Home Alabama," and since I was alone. I
decided to see "The Tuxedo." I should've chose "Alabama."
"The Tuxedo" is about a loser cab driver named Jimmy
Tong (Chan). After he makes a failed attempt to ask out his
dream girl, and a clumsy fight scene, he finds a woman (Debi
Mazar) in his cab. She tells Tong if he gets her to her destination before she's finished applying her makeup, she'll double
his fare. So then Tong furiously takes off in a driving scene

But ti1C
it you like Chan's light scenes. you'll
like parts of the mo \ ie. Chan is phenomenal as usual in the
light scenes, but there aren't C1101./01 of them. it seems like he's

treint_t 1,1 iivoid his typecast as an action actor. and make a
ino\ c into •-,cri(1ns acfing. ".'orry, not with this 1110\ is Jackie.
has a nice twist, and a real ly funny
Hi,: eliding, is v0)0
would h e like if the CIA ran -Blind
so:nc which sho\ -\ s
,tb0tii it Hr the i2ood news.
t);Ate." 13ut
[he seri pi has folIF \\ t iters credited to it, which is usually a
had sign ;.ind means that the script needed a ton of work when
it was bougla by the siudio. Multiple writers also mean that the
finished product still needs •,-1 lot of work. This is true about
- The "1 he lines art: reall• corny, and delivered poorly

by tr liar and Hew in. I ftwitt's role in movies has basically
been reduced to eye candy. This point is shown in this movie
by plenty of cleavage shots. Not that I didn't look, but her
presence on camera is simply annoying.
Director Kevin Donovan, who makes his directorial debut
diners like he is a first-timer. His direction is
diiiying and 1\ cit1;. which is shown most prominentb, in the
scencs, .1 hese scenes arc usually dealt with nicely by
such director:, as Brett Ratner (boll "Rush Hour- movies) that
it makes Donovan's handling of the scenes look like a total
-

Why you should go: Decent fight scenes and decent ending,
and to see the new "Harry Potter" trailer.
Why you shouldn't go: Horrible dialogue. performances
and direction.

suroc.

1300,641.4#49
SILL TRIPS, LATIN CAM, GO FREES AnmststurveLteni

OUT OF

a iateur. •
11-K.• Tuxedo" is a may ie about what happens when an ordinary guy puts on an extraordinary tuxedo. They tried to convey a good message by saying that you can do an ■,, thingif you
have heart, but they messed that up too. So you should take the
money you were going to spend on this movie, and go to the
video store and rent "Rumble in the Bronx" to see how good
(Than used to be. From the looks of this movie, he'll never be
that way again.
-

The assignment is to stop a bad guy's attempt to poison the
water reservoirs in America, which in turn would make the had
guy's bottled water company the only non-poisonous water in
America. Right. Last time I checked, Evian comes from
France, and they're still very much in business. But the movie
avoids this point, like it avoids the facts that (Than and Hewitt
are pretty had actors, and the script needs tons of work.

Reach Brian (iallughcr
hrian7)4(a Chclric"1:1101
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SAFE RIDE

Take the

Winona Transit is offering a new service this fall • • •
The Safe Ride to downtown Winona

FREE Rides
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Nights
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Gilmore
Westgate
Bowl
410,
i VLF Ord and Center

j

(

I

Q WSU Campus
Lourdes Hall

3

O Winona Bowl
•

SMU Campus

Friday and Saturday Night Schedule

Thursday Night Schedule
Winona Lourdes
Bowl
Hail

4

3

WSU Arrives

2

Departs WSU

11:36 11:43 11:49

12;19 12:25 12:32 12:38

1:07

1:12

1:19

1:25

SMU

Winona Lourdes
Hall
Bowl

Departs WSU

WSU Arrives

Lourdes Winona
Hall
Bowl

SMU

3

4

5

4

3

2

1

9:42

9:48

9:00

9:03

9:10

9:17

9:23

10:15 10:22 10:32 10:38

9:50

9:53

10:00 10:07 10:13

10:15

10:22

10:29 10:35

10:38

10:40 10:43 10:50 10:57 11:03

11:05

11:12

11:19

11:28

11
9:32

9:25

11:30

Lourdes Winona
Bowl
Hall

11:05

11:12

11:22

11:28

11:54

12:01

12:11

12:17

12:43 12:50

1:00

1:07

1:37

1:47

1:30
SPONSORS .0

r

.

11:30 , 11:33

11:39

11:46

11:52

12:19 12:22 12:28 12:35 12:41

1:07

1:10

WI NONA TRANSIT
SERVICE

1:15

1:22

2

0

5

11:25

11:54 12:01

12:08 12:14 12:17

12:43 12:50

12:5.7

1:28
In Saint Mary's
1111 University
OP MINNESOTA

1:04
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Score 'em
Football — 9/28
MSU-Moorhead
Warriors

10
37

Cross Country — 9/28
Women
19th
Amelia Soto
20:35
Men
Jed Ranzenbarger

17th
29:17

Soccer — 9/28-29
Warriors
Northern State

1
2

Warriors
UM-Morris

1
1

Sawyer's
50th marks
return of
offense
Ben Grice
WINONAN

Volleyball — 9/28
Warriors
Mayville State

3
2

Warriors
Viterbo

3
0

Women's Golf — 9/28
Warriors
Kyra Jordan

3rd 642
82-82 164

Men's Golf — 9/23-24,
28-30
Warriors at Central Fall
Regional
11th 649
Warriors at Twin Cities
Invite
13th 949

Watch 'ern
Football
At Wayne State College,
Saturday, 1:30 p.m
Soccer
Home vs. Rockhurst University, Saturday, noon
Volleyball
Home vs. Bemidji State,
Friday, 7 p.m.
Home vs. UM-Duluth
Saturday, 3 p.m.
Men's and Women's
Cross Country
At Midwest Short/Long
Course Challenge in Colfax,
Wisc, Friday, 3:30 p.m.
Men's and Women's Golf
At NSIC Golf Championships in Wilmar, Minn.

Winona State football
routed Minnesota State
University-Moorhead 3710 Saturday at Maxwell
Field, giving its coach his
50th career victory.
Tom Sawyer, in his seventh season as head coach,
broke Madeo Molinari's
school record for all-time
wins. From 1958-1970,
Molinari won 49 games
with the Warriors.
Coach Sawyer was
ecstatic about the timing of
the record-win.
"It was awesome," said
Sawyer. "Coach Molinari
was in attendance and I got
to talk to him before the
game."
WSU dominated every
aspect of the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
game. The offense, defense
and special teams all

Twins need all
the TV time
they can get
Brett Carow

Sports Editor

outplayed the opposition.
"All three did their job,"
said the coach. "They kept
the momentum going."
Leading the offense was
junior wide receiver, Chris
Samp. Repeatedly open
downfield, Samp caught
nine passes for 181 yards.
Three of them went for
touchdowns.
"The other receivers did
their jobs and cleared open
the zones," said Samp.
"Plus they put their best
cornerback on Adam Lilla,
and I often had a linebacker on me."
One of Samp's touchdown catches came in the
third quarter, when he outran coverage and bobbled
the football before hauling
in the 43-yard pass from
senior quarterback Bruce
Carpenter.
"I can't believe I
Ty Gangelholf/WiNoN
almost dropped it. The WSU wide receiver Chris Samp pulls in a catch to keep
football gods were with me the Warriors going strong in the 37-10 victory over MinSee Warriors, Page 10 nesota-State Mankato. Samp had a career high 181 yds.

Warriors long road trip ends with wins
The Winona State volleyball team
has completed their 15th straight road
game stretch this past week. On
Wednesday, they were shut out by Concordia-St. Paul, but were able to bounce
back with two wins against Viterbo and
Mayville State.
The Warriors matched Concordia-St.
Paul in everything except for kills.
Concordia had 52 and WSU had only
32. The Warriors exerted a strong
defense whereas Concordia tried to rely
on its offense for momentum.
Notable players were Kaylan Lati
with 13 kills and Jennifer Jepson with
11 digs.
WSU had a good day Saturday.
They first defeated Viterbo in three
games. Britta Hoffman led the team in

kills and blocking. She had 11 kills and
three blocks. Everyone was able to get
some playing time.
"We shut them down in every aspect
of the game," Connie Mettille said,
head coach for WSU.
They then took Mayville to five
games in order to get the win. It was a
great college match for everyone who
watched it. The teams went back and
forth the whole match.
Mettille made line-up changes and
they had a different offense.
"We learned a lot about ourselves.
Our team is able to step up when we
play stronger teams," Mettille said.
The Warriors are ready to be home,
in their own gym. They get their wish
this week. Their first game is on Friday

against Bemidji State at 7 p.m. According to Mettille, the hotter team will win
'that. match.
The Warriors face a formidable
opponent the next night as nationally
ranked University of Minnesota-Duluth
comes to town this weekend.
"The team is in a good position to
make a run and very excited to do so,"
Mettille said.

Interested?
The Winonan is looking for a
sports section editor for next
spring.
If your interested in this position, plow contact
Editor In Chief Stacy Booth at 457 - 5119 or
witionan@winona.edu

Some televsion stations demand your
attention if you're a sports enthusiast.
ESPN, the Deuce, ESPNClassic, FoxSportsNet and even local sports channels have
the ability to bring people to an abrupt stop,
in some cases causing bodily harm simply
to see that awesome catch one more time.
You'll notice that ABC-Family is not on
the list above. Known more for Mary-Kate
and Ashley Olson instead of J.C. Romero
and Doug Mientkiewicz, it is the only station that will broadcast the upcoming baseball divisional playoffs.
The "Fam" as I'll call it, got the rights as
part of ABC and ESPN's "friends with benefits" package.
Last Sunday night in front of an ESPN
television audience, the Minnesota Vikings
and Seattle Seahawks shared the same playing field despite each being 0-3. The game
was a blowout, as most of you might know,
but at least people knew what channel the
game was on.
Last night, the Minnesota Twins took the
field for the first time since before President Clinton was in office. Most of us were
in middle school. Some of us hadn't even
enjoyed the first day of third grade.
A lot of national media and people that
aren't from around here think the Twins
have a third-graders chance in high school
of gettting past the first round.
They may be right, they may be crazy.
The Twins of 1991 and 1987 weren't
exactly favorites to win the World Series
those years either, but look what happened.
Two World Series victories and eight
wins later, the Twins are trying again.
Much like 1991, they have pressure to
speak of.
After all, just six months ago, the Twins
didn't even know if they would take the
field as a team in 2003. Now that the future
is not in serious peril, the Twins can sit
back and just play ball like they have all
year long. It's just too bad they have to try it
on ABC-Family. Not that there is anything
wrong with that.
It seems that anything Minnesota touchSee Carow, Page 10

Start 'ern

Soccer team extends
winless strea
five

Deric Sleek
Accumulated 19 tackles last
Saturday against Minnesota
State University-Mankato.
Of the 19, 11 were unassissted and two were tackles for
a loss. The 6'3" 2351b. linebacker set a personal best
with the effort.

Quote 'ern
"We learned a lot about ourselves. Our team is able to
step up when we play
stronger teams."
— Connie Mettille head
volleyball coach on the how
the team plays against
tougher opponents .

,

Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAn

Count 'ern

106
Games coached by Madeo
Molinari in his career. He
won 49 games from 19581970. Current head coach
Tom Sawyer won the 50th
game of his career in just 72
games.

68-12
Green Bay Packer Brett
Favre's record as a starting
quarterback in Lambeau
Field. Before last weekend's win against Carolina,
Favre was tied with former
Steeler's QB Terry Bradshaw.

12
Years since the Minnesota
Twins appeared in a postseason baseball game. That
was Game 7 of the 1991
World Series.

WSU women's golfer Jessica Rader tees off from the first
hole at Cedar Valley Golf Course on Saturday.

Coming up in threes
Women's golf team finishes third in home
meet and places three in Top 20
The sound of a shotgun blast
rung through the air at Cedar Valley Golf Course Sunday and it
wasn't from a wandering deer
hunter.
It was to start the second day
of the Winona State University's
2002 Fall Foliage Collegiate Golf
Tournament.
The WSU women's golf team
took the start of a new day in
stride, becoming the only team to
improve its first-day score and
finishing in third with a 642.
The Warriors also placed three
of their golfers in the top 20. Kyra
Jordan tallied scores of 82 on both

days of the two-day contest, and
was the top-finisher for WSU taking tenth.
Teammates Andrea Kloppman
and Ann Lund finished in 16th
and 19th, respectively.
"We finished exactly where
we thought we would," WSU
coach Robert Newberry said. "We
knew were competing against a
couple of tough teams, and they
proved us right. Our top girls
played solid and consistent rounds
of golf. We're satisfied with the
outcome."
St. Cloud State University finSee Golf, Page 10

MORRIS, Mimi. — The
Winona State University
women's soccer . team's
aggressivness might be getting to be too much.
A late penalty set up the
University of MinnesotaMorriS' Mad Sandom in
front of the WSU goal with
a penalty kick at 77:01 in
the second period:
She negated a 1-0 Warrior -lead into a 1-1 tie that
lasted the duration Of two
overtime periods.
Amada Stache,- continued her strong season
scored WSU's only goal at
.41:1.7 in the first.
The Warriors have committed 107 fouls in 10
games this season. That
leads all Northern Sun Intercollegiate'Conference teams
by four over MSU-Mankato.
Mankato has played one
less game, so their ratio is
greater, but they have yet to
play WSU who seems to
bring out everyone's aggression.
Despite leading the conference in fouls, the Warriors have been out-fouled
110-107. WSU has received
eight yellow cards but no
red ones. They have forced
their, opponents into six yellow and two reds respectively.
Stache, who was assisst-

ed by Minelle LaPolice on
her goal, 110 \\• has six goals
on the season.
She is tied for seventh in
the conference and leads the
team in goals scored,
ABERDEEN, S.D. -Northern State University
triumphed over the WSU,
women's soccer Saturday in
an overtime conference battle.
Northern State scored the
first goal and last to take the
Warriors 2-1.
NSU's Erin Fields found
the back of the net late into
the first period.
WSU forced the overtirne on a goal by Amanda
Stache in the second period.
Northern State just
wouldn't let off, though, as
Kersten Coulter scored the
winn ing goat in the 99th minute of play.
Overall, It was a close
game, with Winona State (2- `
4-3 overall, 0-1-0 NSIC)
finishing with 13 shots on
goal, while Northern State
(7-2-0, 1-0-0) finished with
12, proving once again that
WSU should not be taken
lightly in Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
action.
The 'Warriors' Kirsten
Nelson saved two goals
while Northern State's
Emily Herbst saved four.

Prime time TV sports
Wednesday, Oct. 2nd
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
SF at ATL, gm 1, noon
MIN at OAK, gm 2, 3 p.m
ANA at NYY, gm 2, 7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 3rd
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
STL at ARZ, gm 2, 3 p.m.
SF at ATL, gm 2, 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 4th
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
OAK at MIN, gm 3, 3 p.m.
NYY at ANA, gm 3, 7•p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 5th
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
OAK at MIN, gm 4*, TBA
NYY at ANA, gm 4*, TBA
ARZ at STL, gm 3, TBA
ATL at SF, gm 3, TBA
Sunday, Oct. 6th
NFL Football
DET at MIN, noon, FOX
PIT at NO, noon, CBS
STL at SF, 3 p.m., FOX
SD at DEN, 3 p.m., CBS
BAL at CLE, 7:30, ESPN
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
MIN at OAK, gm 5*, TBA
ANA at NYY, gm 5*, TBA
ARZ at STL, gm 4*, TBA
ATL at SF, gm 4*, TBA
Monday, Oct. 7th
NFL Football
GB at CHI, 8 p.m., ABC
Baseball (all on ABC-Family)
STL at ARZ, gm 5*, TBA
SF at ATL, gm 5*, TBA
Tuesday, Oct. 8th
Baseball
ALCS, game 1, 7 p.m., ABC
(*=will be played if necessary)
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Only Warriors can stop Warriors

Warrior coach Tom Sawyer's year-by-year record
Year Won Lost Tied Pct.
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

4
9
9
7
9
10
2

7
2
2
4
3
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.364
.818
.818
.636
.750
.833
.500

Totals 50

22

0 .694

Carow
Ty Gangelhoff/WINoNAN

WSU running back Curtis Jepsen hurdles quarterback Bruce
Carpenter on his way to a Warrior first down.

Warriors

Continued from page 9

today," said Samp.
The defense kept MSU-Moorhead
out of the end zone for the first 55
minutes of the game. Junior linebacker, Deric Sieck, led the stout
defense, which held the visiting
Dragons to only 268 total yards; 53 of
those came on a touchdown pass late
in the fourth quarter when mostly
reserves were on the field.
"We had our assignments, and we
shut them down," said Sieck, who
racked up 15 tackles, including two
for losses.
Northern Sun Football Standings

NSIC
WL
Concordia-St.PauI 2 0
UM-Duluth
2 0
Southwest State 2 0

All
WL
4 0
4 0
3 1

Warriors

2 0

2

2

Bemidji State
Northern State
MSU-Moorhead
UM-Crookston
UM-Morris
Wayne State

I
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
0
0
0

3
3
2
4
4
4

Winona State's special teams were
not to be outdone. Junior running
back and return specialist, Kevin
Curtin, made many tacklers miss on
his way to returning six kicks for a
total of 149 yards. The shifty runner
had a punt return of 40 yards and a
kickoff return for 50, giving theWarriors great field position throughout
the game.
"He's a game-breaker," said
Sawyer. "He puts the offense in shortfield situations, and that's dangerous
for our opponents."

es turns to dust.
After
finally learning they won't
be contracted until at the
earliest, 2006, the Twins,
who essentially had the
division won in July,
despite having workhorses
Brad Radke and Eric Milton on the disabled list,
couldn't finally call themselves champions until they
broke a mini-losing streak
in mid-September.
The Twins' Gold-glove
winner Torii Hunter couldn't even claim his fame in
the 2002 All-Star game
because the only thing that
people, nationally, we're
talking now, remember is
that it ended up in a 7-7 tie.
While some Minnesota
teams would kill for a 7-7
tie, others would prefer to

Northern Sun Volleyball Standings

NSIC
WL
UM-Duluth
4 0
Concordia-St.Paul 3 0
Bemidji State
3 1
Northern State
3 1
Wayne State
2 1
MSU-Moorhead 2 3
Warriors
1 2
Southwest State 1 2
UM-Morris
0 4
UM-Crookston
0 5

T-

have the spotlight come to
rest on their bats and more
importantly their gloves.
It is, and always has
been a concept of team
defense that has propelled
the Twins even through
those 10 long losing seasons.
The last two have shown
some pitching and the
resurgence of a stadium
that ironically was one of
the reasons the Twins were
almost contracted.
The Metrodome, with
its off-white roof, big blue
baggie and three digit
decibal noice has provided
a safe haven for a team that
finished 40 up and 40 down
on the road.
The dome and the
defense will have to play a

Northern Sun Soccer Standings
All
NS1C
WLT WLT
Northern State
2 0 0
8 20
UM-Crookston
2 0 0 6 30
Bemidji State
1 0 0 6 3 1
UM-Morris
1 1 1
3 6 1
UM-Duluth
1 1 1
80
Warriors
2 44
0 1 1
Southwest State 0 0 0 6 2 0
Concordia-St.Paul 0 0 0
1 7 1
MSU-Moorhead 0 2 2 2 4 0
Wayne State
0 2 2
1 80

All
WL
13 1
13 4
6 7
7 10
11 8
6 11
5 10
5 11
2 12
3 12

all kinds of'

lades] at you.
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1997, 1998, 2000 and
2001 are WSU Northern
Sun
Intercollegiate
Conference
championship years. The Warriors beat Missouri
Western State 43-41 in 3
OT in the Mineral Water
Bowl in 2000 and lost
42-28 in NCAA Div. II
playoffs last year.

Continued from page 9
huge role if the Twins want
to get past the Oakland
Atheletics in the Division
Series this year.
The A's have a chip on
their shoulder the size of a
tree. Up 2-0 against New
York, Oakland dropped
three straight.
The Twins will have to
use that underdog everybody-hates-us mentality
that has got them there to
propel them into the American League Championship
Series.
If nothing else, at least
the entire nation will look
into the viewfinder that we
see through every day in
Twins' country and see a
solid team comprised of
defense, speed and charisma.

Got clubs? if you would
like to see your club team in
the Winonan
contact sports editor
Brett Carow at 457-5520.

Ty Gangelhoff/WiNoNAN

Lauren Murphy lines up a
putt on the third hole of
Cedar Valley Golf Course.

Golf

From page 9

ished in first with a score of 643.
SCSU took a big hit Sunday,
scoring seven more swings off
the shotgun start than it did Saturday.
Minnesota State UniversityMankato's Kristi Carlson had
top honors with an impressive
78 on each day, 156 total, to help
keep Mankato in second place
With 646.
The University of South
Dakota's Ken Meyerink was the
next top golfer with a score of
157, while SCSU took the next
three finishes.
Saint Mary's finished last, 41
points above USD.
The Conference championships begin this weekend.

oto, Ranzenberger pace
WSU women and men
ST. PAUL, Minn. — The
Winona State men and
women's cross country teams
traveled to St. Paul, Minn. this
past weekend for the Griak
Invitational hosted by the University of Minnesota.
The women's team, who ran
in the Division II race finished
with a team score of 555 points.
They placed 19th out of 24
teams. Many of the runners
earned personal best times and
others earned season best times.
Nicky Coleman, Sara Edenhofer, Thea Heimerl and Jesse
West, all earned their personal
best times. Five others earned
their season best. The top Warrior finisher was Amelia Soto,
who placed 125th in a race of
233.
Head coach Neal Mundahl
said, "The top five were all
within 35 seconds of each other,
which is the closest together
they have been all season."
It has become a recurring
habit for the Warriors, although
it isn't by design.

"The top five don't necessarily start out together, they just
happen to finish together,"
Mundahl said.
On the men's side, Jed
Ranzenberger led the Warriors
placing 217th. The Warrior men
finished with a team score of
333, and placed 36th out of
37th.
The men were part of the .
Division II and III race.
Ranzenberger, Mike Pendleton
and Billy Hessian all earned
season best times.
This was Pendleton's first
race. Pendleton had been out
for the beginning of the season,
with a torn achillis tendon.
Both the men and women
Warriors showed what they
could do at the Griak Invitational, finishing with personal
and season best times.
They have much more to
look forward to, as the travel to
Colfax, Wisc. on Oct.4th for the
Midwest Short/Long Course.
Challenge.

Women finishes

Amelia Soto
JuLee Burt
Katrina Weyland
Nicky Coleman
Sara Edenhofer
Sara Beier
Sarah Givot
Thea Heimerl
Jesse West
Meghan Murphy
Shayna Mueller

20:35 125th
20:39 127th
20:44 132nd
21:04 156th
21:10 165th
21:27 174th
21:35 179th
22:02 199th
22:07 201st
23:13 215th
23:22 217th

Men finishes

T0 find *IA how yolii can benefit trom this greet opporturaty,
ROTC off,: ee (64M) 7854760
=Awl Captain Firson at the
acs

Jed Ranzenberger
Mike Pendleton
Billy Hessian
Nick Lobejko
Gene Somers
John Ennenga

29:17 217th
31:49 290th
32:23 305th
33:27 315th
33:54 320th
33:54 322nd
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Fantasy Fanatic +

Consistent half-backs will
carry your team weekly
Chris Yarolimek

Sports reporter

6

Forget match ups for just a second. In fantasy football, it's time to get back to the studs, and
right now, the studs are a few select running
backs.
There were a lot of great match ups to
exploit this week and I had most of them on my
squad. Tim Couch, Chris Chambers, James
Thrash and Donte Stallworth were all supposed
to put up big numbers for me and none of them
did. My opponent's lineup was anchored by two
of the most productive running backs in the
league, LaDainian Tomlinson and Priest
Holmes, and they went out and got it done. It's
as simple as that.
Tomlinson and Holmes are on a short list of
top. Fantasy backs with Ricky Williams, Deuce
McAllister, Edgerrin James and Marshall Faulk.
And the next big three, Lamar Smith, Ahman

Green and Fred Taylor are all sure starts week
in and week out.
The fact that their touching the ball almost
30 times a game is one reason why you need
them on your team. Receivers just don't have
the consistency and shouldn't be the anchors of
Fantasy teams.
Look at the top 10 in receiving yards this
season. Eric Moulds and Peerless Price are reeling on Drew Bledsoe's resurgence and a few
guys are first year No. 1 receivers, but over all,
there are no studs: no Terrell Owens, no Randy
Moss, no Marvin Harrison, no David Boston.
So take a good look at your team and see
where your holes lie. There are plenty of running backs that are touching the ball 20-30
times a game. Get one. And there are plenty of
receivers that will catch seven balls for 110
yards one week and two balls for 20 yards the
next week. Avoid them.
Final tip: Use the waiver wire to stack your
bench for the long haul of the season. Those of
you who drafted Danny Wuerffel in the last
round as a third quarterback (like me) can
maybe look to pick up Kurt Warner's replacement, Jamie Martin. And those of you who
drafted Rondell Mealey for your bench to back
up Ali-man Green (like me) can drop him and try
to get someone like a Marcel Shipp.

QB — Aaron Brooks, Saints
Continues to put up numbers through the air and on the ground. High completion rate
(58.6) and always a threat on the ground.
RB — Edgerrin James, Colts
Coming off a bye week, he will run wild over the Bengals, who give up 140 rushing
yards/game. It's time for him to be rewarded with some TDs too.
RB — Priest Holmes, Chiefs
Stud backs come up with big performances. This week will be no different. He finds a
. way to rack up yards and reach the end zone.
WR — Steve Smith, Panthers
He's stepped up with Mushin Muhammed banged up last week. Rodney Peete is comfortable throwing to him, and he's been making plays.
WR — Terrell Owens, 49ers
Staying with theme, he's the best player on the field almost every week, and it's time for
him to turn that back into stats.
TE — Chad Lewis, Eagle's
He's been a nice target for McNabb, and he been catching just as many balls as anyone
else on the team, especially down in the red zone.
K — Mike Vanderjagt, Colts
He's always consistent, and Peyton and company should put a lot of points on the board.
D — Oakland
Travis Henry has been coughing up the ball, and the Raiders D is hot, so it may be another big day for them. And Rod Woodson is the ageless wonder.

E
E

5

Week 4: who should've started
Chris's Report Card for Week 4 Picks
QB—Donovan McNabb, Eagles
RB—Lamar Smith, Panthers
RB—Anthony Thomas, Bears
WR—Tim Brown, Raiders
WR—Darrell Jackson, Seahawks
TE—Bubba Franks, Packers
K—Jay Feely, Falcons
,
D—Chargers

C,
A,
D-,
A,
C,
B,
Inc, Bye?
B,

1.W,FAMWAMMIK.:47 WW" AMA' AMC A.g4f;, AtiMn';.e',AW

Wasn't on fire.
2 scores with 73 total yards.
23 carries, 48 yards. Wow.
In a blowout, everyone prospers.
Wrong Seahawk.
Didn't catch a TD, but he threw one.
Let's forget about that one.
2 INTs, 14 points allowed.

AV" AVAV
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Minnesota Twins' All-Time Post-season Record
Best Series Hitter/Pitcher

Year

Oppoonents Series

Record

1965

Los Angeles WS

3-4 (WWLLLW L)

1969

Baltimore

ALCS

0-3

T. Oliva / D. Boswell

Louis Ca dinals (97-65)

1970'

Baltimore

ALCS

0-3

T. Oliva / S. Williams

Arizona Diamondbacks (98-64)

1987

Detroit

ALCS

4-1 (W W L W W)

T. Brunansky /B. Blyleven

St. Louis

WS

4-3 (WWLLLWW)

K. Puckett / F. Viola -

Toronto

ALCS

4-1 (W L W W W)

K. Puckett / J. Morris

Atlanta

WS

4-3 (W WLLLW W)

B. Harper / J. Morris

Oakland

'tun

999799999999999

Anaheim Angels (99-63)

Major League Baseball's playoff schedule is pictured above. The first round is a best
of five series, the League. Championship Series and World Series are seven game
series.
The Twins. who won the American League Central Division will play the first two
games in Oakland this Friday and Saturday.
The pitching matchups arc subject to change but probably will be Brad Radke (MIN)
against Tim Hudson (OAK) in Game I and Joe Mays (MIN) against. Mark Mulder
(OAK) in Game 2.

1991

2002

/ M. Grant

Series best hitter and pitcher determined by best series batting average and earned run average.

Packers' Favre celebrates decade
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Brett Favre figured he'd
reached his lifelong goal 10
years ago when he made his first
NFL start.
replacing
Don
After
Majkowski, who injured an
ankle in the first quarter in Week
3, and guiding Green Bay to a
24-23 victory over Cincinnati —
throwing a 35-yard touchdown
pass to Kitrick Taylor with 13
seconds left — Favre made his
first start on Sept. 27, 1992.
He led the Packers to a 17-3
victory over Pittsburgh by completing 14 of 19 passes for 210
yards and two touchdowns.
And he hasn't missed a game
since.
Ten years, six Pro
Bowl selections, three
MVP awards, one Super
Bowl ring and zero sick
days later, Favre is still
starting for the Packers. In
that time, Green Bay had
10 backups go on to start
for other teams.
"It's hard to believe
I've made it this far,"
Favre said. "I guess it's
hard to believe how much
I've achieved. I just wanted to dress in an NFL uniform. I
never dreamed of the great
things that's happened to me."
Favre has started 176 straight
games, including 16 playoff
games.
His 160 consecutive regularseason, starts are 44 more than
the man in second place, Ron
Jaworski, who started 116
straight for the Philadelphia
Eagles from 1977-84.
"He's the perfect guy for the
record," Jaworski said. "He typifies the way the position should
be played. He's a fierce competitor. He plays a little crazy
now and then. The guys on the
team love him. He's a joker, he's

a prankster and he enjoys the
game."
Favre has exceeded Jaworski's record by 38 percent, which
dwarfs the margin by which Cal
Ripken Jr. surpassed Lou
Gehrig's ironman streak in baseball.
Ripken's record of 2,632
consecutive games beat
Gehrig's 2,130 games by a margin of 23.6 percent.
The Packers are 105-55 in his
regular-season starts, including
67-12 at home, which ties Terry
Bradshaw for an NFL-record
.850 home winning percentage.
Favre has had such a stranglehold on the position that
Majkowski began the great exodus of backups. It also includes

him," Starr said.
Favre insists he is still at the
top of his game, something he
proved last season after two
years of elbow and thumb
injuries led many to suggest he
was slipping.
"Somebody may throw as
hard as I do," said Favre, who
turns 33 next month. "But
nobody throws harder than I do.
I guarantee you that."
Starr said Favre remains the
best quarterback in the league,
not Warner, not Donovan McNabb, not Michael Vick.
"I don't believe there's a
more competitive player in the
game today than Brett Favre,"
Starr said. "He's a great leader.
The strongest form of leadership
is through example and
he epitomizes that. His
enthusiasm is almost
unbelievable and I've
always believed enthusiNobody throws
asm is contagious.
harder than I do.
"He leads them enthusiastically by example
I guarantee you
and they all catch it and
that.
they go with it. He's just a
joy to watch perform."
Brett Favre
Coach Mike Sherman
said Favre'S durability is
Green Bay Packerts Quarterback
due in large part to his
Ty Detmer, Mark Brunell, Kurt flair for sidestepping the first
Warner, Doug Pederson, Steve pass rusher and avoiding direct
Bono, Rick Mirer, Aaron hits.
"He has exceptionally quick
Brooks, Matt Hasselbeck and
feet for a player his size," Starr
Danny Wuerffel.
One of Favre's biggest fans is agreed.
Then there's Favre's off-thethe man he has supplanted for
most of the team's quarterback charts arm strength and accuracy — despite his reliance on talrecords, Bart Starr.
Starr was on hand for Favre's ent over technique, throwing off
first start a decade ago and knew the wrong foot and from almost
he was witnessing the beginning any angle.
"If I were to outline what I
of something special.
wanted
my career to be like, I
"I've never seen a more talcouldn't
even come close to
ented quarterback, one who can
throw as well as he can, who is what I've achieved," Favre said.
so quick and mobile and has the "t's been a fun 10 years. I just
ability to salvage a play when hope there's several more left."
everything deteriorates around

Source: 1997 All-Time Baseball Sourcebook

Career Fair
2002
_Sponsored by Career 2erviees

Tuesday, Oaf. 22
lvieeown Gym

Interviews on
Wednesday, Oct. 24
East Hall
Mit over 100
employers and grad
taboo's!
Stop by HO Gildemeister or ebeek
out httrikareer,,vvinona.edis for
more information!
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Ethnocentric views disfigure
perception of cultures
Afsina Yildiz

Editorial Columnist

being 15 years old. The main idea is to keep the
family intact rather than dispersing and dividing
the land on which the whole family survives.
Social practices are different in different countries. In some countries being punctual is important like in America, whereas in some countries
time doesn't make any difference like in Tanzania.
In China eating habits are strictly observed; eating
from the bowl placed on the table is considered
rude and an open insult to the host as compared to
placing the bowl to the mouth and pushing the
food inside the mouth with chopsticks. In Western
countries it is considered uncivilized to eat from
hands but in India, Pakistan and other South East
Asian countries people consume their food by
hand. When an Indian was asked why he chose to
eat from his hands he simply said that hands add
more taste in the food and doesn't burn the tongue
since the fingers act as a thermometer.
Professor Linton, an anthropologist at the University of Michigan, brought to the attention of
anthropologists 20 years ago, for the first time the
ritual of Nacirema. According to Nacirema
mythology, their nation originated by a culture
hero called Notgnihsaw. The daily body ritual performed by everyone includes a mouth rite. The ritual consists of inserting a small bundle of hog hair
into the mouth, along with certain magical powders, and then moving the bundle in a highly formalized gesture.
Special women's rites are performed only four
times during each lunar month. As part of this ceremony, women bake their heads in an oven for
about an hour. Professor Linton goes on with his
study to other related issues. When we stop and
read about his culture, how do we feel? What if it
was written about us?
The culture of Nacirema represents the American (read backwards) culture and the great hero is
Washington. The mouth ritual was the brushing of
the teeth and baking of heads referred to penning
of the hair. Interpretations vary from person to person and this is an interpretation of an outsider just
as we think of other cultures.
Generalizing is wrong but developing prejudice
about that generalization is even more wrong. We
can stop this by having a neutral mind and an open
heart.

ost countries face the two issues of culture shock and ethnocentrism when
looking upon another country. Poverty
and distress doesn't mean that one's ethnicity is
superior to the others; neither should the culture
- make them beastly, uncivilized or even for that
' matter, pagans.
Every culture has its own traditions and ethnicity. Their rituals and sacred ceremonies have either
logic or pure faith, which for us should not be a
culture shock, but a matter of respect. We must try
to understand from the insiders' point of view and
then justify to their actions and rituals.
It was only a week ago When I had a discussion
regarding the women's rights in Islam with a
friend of mine. The conversation revolved around
: the mistreatment of women in Islam as portrayed
in the western media. The religion forbids any kind
of physical abuse of women. Women arse consid,, ered to be delicate and their care is necessary. Similarly, when a Hindu worships her/his god, it is said
to be polytheism (believing in several gods) but
; very few know that all these gods are attributes of
;, one god. The media often shows what will catch
the peoples eye rather than what the truth is about
the religion.
There are various sacred ceremonies that we
may find surprising or even shocking. For example, it has been a practice by the Tibetans living in
; northern parts of Nepal that if the household has
more than one son, the sons marry to one bride.
This practice is called Fraternal Polyandry. We
learn about the practice but not the reason or logic
and this adds to our ethnocentrism. The marriage
tradition is done with consideration to the topography and the family property. Living in one house,
the brothers neither require to divide the land, nor
require much money to feed different brides and
their children. This is done without any disputes
Reach Afsina Yildiz at ayildiz8990 @webbetween the brothers. The age of the grooms might
mail.winona.edu
vary from the eldest being 25 years to youngest

r

Rejection of ideas spurs reacRyan Lynch
Editorial Columnist

n my column two weeks ago, titled "American hypocrisy accomplishes nothing," I wrote
about the Sept. 1 lth attacks. One of the issues
I spoke about in the column was that attackers
killed several thousand Americans; they were
angry and chose the U.S. as a target because they
needed a target. The U.S. did the same thing by
killing thousands of people because we were
angry and needed a target. I also spoke of how the
leaders of the attack are those we want to catch.
Not having them, we attack everyday people, just
like the attackers who were angry with U.S. leaders attacked everyday people. Finally, I spoke
about the cycle of violence these reactions
against attacks creates; i.e. they blow us up, so we
blow them up, and in response, they blow us up
again, etc.
If you want to see the whole column for yourself it can be found at
(http://www.winona.edu/winonan/f2002/91 8/lynch.htm)
In the following issue of the Winonan Joe
Bergstrom attacked my column and me with a letter to the editor. I have no problem if Bergstrom
doesn't agree with me, he's entitled to his opinion, but I will respond to his attack.
The first thing Bergstrom did was label me,
Reach Ryan Lynch at building_man
and I will not be labeled or categorized, by any- @yahoo.corn

T

.

I love deadlines. I especially love the
whooshing sound they make as they fly by.
- Douglas Adams

ti

one. Right away he said, "If you're going to
accuse the U.S. of being responsible for the
attack of 9/11, so be it. But show some respect for
the men,. women and children who died for being
American." Bergstrom is making me out to be
against America, someone who is mocking a
tragedy, and by doing that he says that I'm not
worth listening to.
He's saying I'm a wacko out on the fringes. I
am not a wacko. What I said is the leaders of the
U.S. help continue the cycle of violence that
leads to these kinds of attacks. That is very different than what Bergstrom is implying about me.
Second,Bergstrom's complete rejection of my
article is due to my saying 2,000 people died in
the attack when he claims it was "3,018 individuals." He asked me to not "diminish this tragedy
by such careless rounding." Bergstrom rejects my
whole argument, because I used the wrong number. He's nitpicking, and I think I know why.
Bergstrom was confronted with an image of
his country that he did not like. He was confronted with information that would require him to reevaluate if the government deserves his support
and if he should do anything to change it. But he
doesn't want to change, because let's face it,
change is hard. So he dismisses what I said with a
detail. Yes, more than 2,000 people died, but that
doesn't change everything else that I said.
Rather than consider the implications of the
facts I raised, Bergstrom dismissed them because
it's easier to think what he has been told to think
about the events.
Now, my question is how many other people
have done exactly the same thing? And what happens when everyone starts taking the easy out,
and believing what they've been told to believe?

5
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Campus Forum
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What is your opinion of Oktoberfest...Cultural celebration or an excuse to drink?
It was an excuse
to get drunk. They
might be drinking
German beer. I
wanted to see more
cultural aspects.

J.

Murtaza Masood
Senior/Computer
Science

0;4

It's more of a
party. There might
be some cultural
entertainment, but
that's about it.
Josef Cox
Third year/
Chemistry

44 /4

6%%0 tio/

Winonan

IS'Oat I,

For college students, it's a drunken festival. It
depends on what
you want to get out
of it.
Britt Hoff
Second year/
Photojournalism

It grows out of a
cultural event, but
can also grow to be
an excuse to celebrate. The cultural
celebration can be
abused.
Carol Anderson
Dean of Education

Stacy Booth

Sara Edenhofer

Jenny Butler

Jenny Miller

Brett Carow

Ann Nolin

Melissa Daul

Jen Powless

A lot more drinking. It's an excuse to
drink. If you want to
celebrate a culture
while drinking.
Robin Miller
Junior/Nursing

There seems to
be a subtopic of
German culture. I
think older people
view it as more cultural. For younger
people, it's more of
an excuse.
Shane Whalen
Junior/Elementary
Education

For this area, more
of a drinking, thing.
There is also a large
German population
also, so I could see it
as both.
Ben Lien
Junior/Chemistry

Both. My friends
have said they
were going for
both reasons.
Brek Randolph
Freshman/Computer
Science

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinion,
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and Univer
sity system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should 136
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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s of late it
has been
increasingly noted that
the Bush adminisJacob LaRow
tration has been
Editorial Columnist pushing for action
on the Iraqi question. The consensus among Capital Democrats is
that Bush is only pushing for military action because of the current
economy and corporate scandals that would take the focus off of our
domestic problems. Allow me to dismantle this simplistic and partisan "argument" in the following paragraphs, then address Iraq at the .
end.
Let's first take the economy and how Bush has been approaching
it. Let us make certain that an economic slowdown was occurring
just prior to the fall elections in 2000 in which Bush and Cheney
won fair and square. The attacks of Sept. 1 1 th only exacerbated the
already slowing economy. The administration's response was an
introduction of an economic stimulus package intended to put the
economy back on course. This was the right decision, but of course
was rejected to by many Democrats. Well what have the Democrats
introduced as part of their economic plan? Absolutely nothing. Their

A

♦
Unprincipled Foreign
Policy to blame
As Congress calls for the
creation of an independent
panel to investigate possible pre-Sept. 11 "lapses" by
intelligence and other government agencies, it ignores
the fundamental issue. If
our politicians truly wished
to learn from history, they
would instead demand
investigation of the ideas
that drove America's foreign policy. For what made
Sept. 11 possible was a failure not by the FBI — but by
the accommodationg, range
— of — the — moment,
unprincipled foreign policy
that has shaped our decisioins for decades.
Sept. 11 was not the first
time America was attacked
by Islamic fundamentalists
engaged in "holy war"
against us. In 1979 theocratic Iran — which has
spearheaded the "Islamic
Revolution" — stormed the
U.S. embassy in Tehran and
held 54 Americans hostage
for over a year. In 1983 the
Syrian — and Iranian —
backed group Hezbollah
bombed a U.S. marine barracks in Lebanon, killing
241 servicemen while they
slept; the explosives came

entire economic platform leading up to the November elections is
that the Bush administration has failed, but they have not introduced
any original meaningful legislation that would properly address the
economy. We must remember that the psychological impact from
September 2001 events is not easily erased by legislation.
Corporate greed and corruption is shameful and so is the practice
of many Democrats in Washington to accuse Republicans of being
tied with such crooks. It is a mere political blame game to try and
bring the President's historically high approval rating down, nothing
more, nothing less.
In fact, the Bush administration was approached at least once by
Enron seeking financial assistance, but was rebuffed. Additionally it
can be noted that the Democratic National Committee Chairman
Terry McAuliffe who invested $100,000 into Global Crossing, came
out with $18 million before their collapse. This is a fight that shouldn't have been started, but it appears as if one of the crooks Bush is
accused of shielding is in fact one 'the Democrats own, well to be
exact, their leader. The fact of the matter is legislation was passed by
Congress and signed by the president that would crack down harder
on boardroom fraud and make such actions more apparent.
I sincerely believe that the debate on Iraq would have surfaced
whether or not the economy was in good shape. I think the renewal
of criticism of Iraq is the mounting evidence that Saddam Hussein
supports terrorists that attack Israel and indication that Hussein is
harboring terrorists. Hussein's policy of giving $10,000 to the fami-

lies of homicide bombers is a clear indication of his support of terrorism. Until just recently Hussein has refused U.N. inspectors back
into his country since he kicked them out some years ago. However,
Hussein has played this game before with us. He says he will allow
"unrestricted" access, but this will probably only last until the spotlight is off him once again. In response to criticism that Bush is
going it alone, it is apparent that his petitioning of the U.N. General
Assembly demonstrates his willingness for a multilateral force. If
push comes to shdve and Iraq becomes a clear-cut issue of selfdefense, I support Bush going solo on this one. Just as in
Afghanistan where our survival is at stake, I reject the notion of U.N.
approval to defend ourselves and I would support Bush or any
administration in proper response.
As clearly shown, the White House is not neglecting domestic
issues at all, but there is a focus on foreign policy as one would
expect when it comes to terrorism. The president is looking after
every American's best interest and security. I hope he will continue
to do so and should expect support from everyone on the basis that
he is out to protect us.
For further reference for those of you who aren't aware, the sanctions on Iraq are U.N. sponsored and unilateral sanctions by the U.S.
Just thought everyone should know that.
Reach Jacob LaRow at jakelarow @aol.com
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from Yasser Arafat's Fatah
movement. In 1998 al —
Qaeda blew up the U.S.
embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania, killing 224 individuals. In 2000 al — Qaeda
bombed the USS Cole in
Yemen, killing 17 sailors.
But how did America
react? Did we adopt a principled approach and identify the fact that we were
faced with a deadly threat
from an ideological foe?
Did we launch systematic
counterattacks to wipe out
such enemy organizations
as al — Qaeda, Hezbollah
and Fatah? Did we seek to
eliminate enemy states like
Iran and Syria and Iraq? No
—our responses were short
—sighted and self — contradictory.
For instance, we initially
expelled Iranian diplomats
— but later sought an
appeasing rapprochement
with that ayatollah — led
government. We intermittently cut off trade with Iran
— but secretly negotiated
weapons — for — hostages
deals. When Israel had the
courage to enter Lebanon in
1982 to destroy the PLO,
we refused to uncompromisingly support our ally
and istead brokered the
killers' release. and with

Missing tolerance and intelligence in
assertions
I am writing in response to the swift reactions
asserted last week by Rod Hoel and Brian Krans in
reference to the pro-life demonstration on Sept. 19,
2002.
Personally, I am quite offended by the profanity
by Krans and outrageous remarks by Hoel used to
characterize those demonstrators on Sept. 19th.
Hoel uses name-calling techniques such as
"morons," "idiots," "intellectual dwarfs" and
"zealots" to promote his own intolerance of others
for whom he apparently has little regard. Contrarily, Hoel strongly proposes that tolerance must be
practiced and ignorance avoided. Which is it?
Though I am unapologetically pro-life, I do not
agree that the Missionaries to the Preborn used the
best tactics to prove their point. This does not
mean that I must bash them with insults, which
Hoel seems to find effective.
Hoel continues down a different path in an
offensive manner by distorting the only truth in life
— God. Hoel, I ask that you do not mock, ridicule
or offend the name of God who I love. Your insulting comments and misrepresentations of Him and
the Bible speak volumes. I am saddened how
someone can pull out tiny blurbs of the Bible and
twist them to fit a distorted view of what the Bible
actually teaches. God is incapable of sinning and
therefore, does not kill like Hoel would have you
believe.
Michael Kycek
Junior/Nursing

Explalnation for graphic photos
We were in your town Thursday, Sept. 19. We
were on a four day Minnesota University campus
tour. We were at Winona State and passed out literature at two high schools and a middle school.
Why do we show those bloody photographs?
Because people need to see what a child looks
like after he or she has been in the hands of an
abortionist at a Planned Parenthood clinic. Without
the pictures, the words that describe what they do
to the preborn lack punch and are easily forgotten.
After 29 years of state-legal baby-murder, it is

respect to al — Qaeda, we
dropped a perfunctory
bomb or two on one of its
suspected camps, while our
sompliant diplomats waited
for al — Qaeda's terrorist
attacks to fade from the
headlines.
At home, we treated our
attackers as if they were
isolated criminals rather
than soldiers engaged in
battle against us. In 1941
we did not attempt to indict
the Japanese pilots who
bombed Pearl Harbor — we
declared war on the source.
Yet we have spent millions
trying to indict specific terrorists — while we have
ignored their masters.
Despite emphatic pronouncements form Islamic
leaders about a "jihad",
against America, our political leaders failed to grasp
thte ideology that seeks our
destruction. This left them
unable to target that
enemy's armed combatants
— in Palestine, Iran, Iraq,
Syria, Saudi Arabia — and
the governments that assist
them. Is it any wonder then
that, although our intelligence agencies prevented
many planned attacks, they
could not prevent them all?
Unfortunately, little has
changed since Sept. 11. Our

pliticians' actions remain
hopelessly unprincipled.
Despite President Bushs'
rhetoric about an "axis of
evil," he has attacked only
on e country, Afghanistan,
to stop one individual, bin
Laden. And even that action
was undertaken only halt-"
ingly. Morally unsure of his
decision to protect American lives by wiping out the
threat in Afghanistan, Bush
feared world disapproval
over civilian casualties.
consequently, he reined in
the military forces and
allowed numerous Taliban
and al — Qaeda fighters to
escape. Similarly, Bush
allows theier comrades — in
—arms in the Mideast to go
unharmed. He continues to
pretend that those attacking
Israed — andwhe have
attacked Americans in the
past and will try again in
the future — are, somehow,
different from the killers in
Afghanistan.
There is only one way to
prevent a future Sept. 11:
by identifying and then
rooting out the amoral,
pragmatic expediency that
now dominates our government.
Onkar Ghate, Ph. D.
Resident fellow
Ayn Rand Institute

time for the American people to see who is dying.
The media has censored the preborn child from the
"abortion debate," and we are simply attempting to
bypass that media blackout by going to the streets
and showing the American people, for themselves
exactly what a preborn child murdered by abortion
looks like.
We show these photos to inform our nation that
it has violated God's law, and to call it's people to
repentance. Our photos stand as a haunting indictment upon our nation.
Some say our photos are disgusting and hurt our
Christian witness. Our response: have you ever
seen a pretty picture of a murder? Murder is disgusting; abortion is murder; therefore, our pictures
are disgusting.
Also, what hurts our Christian witnesses more being silent while our neighbor is unjustly killed or
exposing the evil works of darkness (Ephesians
5:11) by showing the atrocities being committed
against our neighbor? We think the former. What a
pathetic people we are if we want to tolerate the
oppression of an .entire people group, but then
become outraged when someone displays the suffering of that people group.
At the end of World War II, our American soldiers marched the citizens of Germany past the
remains of those who died in the death camps.
They marched men, women and children past the
remains of those who died in the death camps.
Why did they do it? Because those citizens all
stood guilty for having tolerated the atrocities that
went on in their midst. So it is in America today,
we all stand guilty for being silent while this atrocity goes on in our nation.
May people be moved with compassion for the
helpless preborn when they see these photographs
and act to see this bloodshed outlawed. Otherwise,
God will use His sword of justice and bring retribution upon a nation of people whose hands are
covered with blood.
Separated unto the Gospel,
Pastor Matt Trewhella
Founder Missionaries to the Preborn

Inadequate actions at, toward demonstration
As I picked up the paper this last Wednesday, I
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was, greeted by a large photo of last week's pro-life
rally, of which I attended. Reading the caption, I
quickly turned to Page 12 so that I might indeed
read the opinions that people had. I found a short
utterance from a guy who says he is neither prochoice nor pro-life, but continues on to slam the
pro-life rally, and another blatantly anti-pro-life
article which was somewhat more intelligently and
less emotionally written.
What I could not find was anything about" the
courage it took for the men and women to stand in
front of an angry and violent crowd nor did I not
find any articles of support for pro-life.
I guess it just goes to show how lazy, scared,
unsupportive and worldly the so called pro-lifers
are on our campus. The behavior shown by both
the pro-choice and pro-life believers made me
quite depressed.
During the rally, I witnessed a very poor example of what could have been a good confrontation.
There was a professor that was out there trying to
debate with the pro-lifers. I definitely support and
welcome WHAT he was doing. However, I, along
with a number of others, was embarrassed of
HOW he was doing it.
He was showing us what a poor model of confrontation and debate looks like. I would think that
at his age, he would know enough vocabulary to
get his point across without being so crass.
I am constantly surprised at how most people
never mature past high school. Our campus is a
walking example of adult high — schoolers. Go
away, grow up, learn how to interact in a mature
way, and then come back with your case.
I literally laughed at the ridiculousness of many
of the pro-choice demonstrators. However, I can
see where they might have an excuse for their
actions, When a person grows up, learning they
are nothing but glorified apes with no meaning in
life, I can understand when they go berserk for not
getting their banana; I mean, for not getting their
way. In trying to silence the demonstrator's rights
to free speech by yelling out obscenities and ignorant vocalizations, were you not taking away their
freedoms in much the same way as you say they
are taking away yours?
The first article in Wednesday's paper aligned
with the emotional and ignorant attack of many
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pro-choicers I see today.
The second article in last weeks paper was a little better written than the first. One thing I did disagree with was when the author talked of how
uncomfortable the activists must be during debate.
The preachers who came have been doing open air
debates on college campuses daily for more years
than I have been alive. They probably do not get
uncomfortable anymore. The day before they
came to our campus, they did the same thing at the
University of Minnesota. They met much more of
an attack than they did at WSU, and even had a
police encounter there as well.
It is a given for them that when they stand up
for something as controversial as abortion is, they
are going to chafe a lot of hides. These people are
very used to defending their beliefs and open air
debates.
And now pro-lifers, your turn. I was most disappointed and saddened by you. Here is a small
group of people, mustering up enough courage to
stand in front of a very liberal campus and spread
their beliefs. At the core, these beliefs are the
exact same as you believe, and all I have heard
from pro-lifers is how disgusted you were with the
protesters. So maybe you thought they did it in the
wrong way, with open air debates and grotesque
photographs.
From the parts of the Bible I have read, Jesus
did the same thing. He was the cause of violent
crowds, even in which were the religious people of
the day. He was a pretty radical guy.
Today's Christians have gone soft; they have
turned passive. That is all the better for the world
and it only hurts your Christian cause. I suppose it
is hard to get hurt if you always sit behind your
fortress of quiet weakness. However, it is also
pretty tough to get a good shot at your enemy when
hiding under your bed sheets. Beyond that, I do
not believe you have any cause to rip on the prolifers who are doing something, when you sit back
and let it all slide. What are you doing for the
cause?
Pro-choicers, grow up and learn how to debate.
Pro-lifers, grow up and find your sword to fight.
Caleb Nelson
Sophomore/Pre-Vet
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Near the end of the
Oktoberfest parade
there were a number of
men and women as well
as boys and girls all
dressed in turn of the
century clothing scurrying back and forth on
all sorts of old-time
bikes. The Wisconsin
old-time bike riders
dazziled the La Crosse
crowd with a six man
armchain as they sorded down second street.

ktoberie5t

Left: Howie Vass 1995 festmaster and Walt Hammond
1972 festmaster were quitehappy to receive their
LaCrosse City Festbier after
their four hour walk in the
parade. This years festmaster
Bill Leonard was a fromer
teacher and coach at logan
High School in LaCrosse. Not
only did Leonard appear in the
Oktoberfest parade in
LaCrosse, but he will also be
representing the LaCrosse
area at no less than 26 festivals in the next year as all
festmasters have done before
him.

Photos by Seamus Boyle
Ever since 1961, cluing_ the
first week in October the
streets of La Crosse, Wis.
have been the home for
parades bratwerst, and brew.
It is the annual Oktoberfest
USA, a celebration o-F life and
German culture.
The old world origins of
Oktoberfest started as a
wedding cellebration of_
Princess Therese and Bavarian Crown Prince Ludwig in

1810.

The purpose of the celebration was to give thanks
for the past years crops and
to share in the jOi_, of the
occasion with the -amily in the
spirit of true love.
The celebration was such a
success that it was developed
into a festival where thousands of participants from all
over Germany dress in their
native costume and drink out
of large bier steins.

Today there are Oktoberfests all over the world, but
by -Far the most popular fest
in the U.S. is La Lrosse's very
own Oktoberf est.
For years people have been
travaling to vhis Oktoberfest
not only from all over the
Midwest but both coasts as
well.
It is both anticipated and
then talked about -For
months.
The Americanized version
of the fest is one celebration
of October as a time of
color; as the leaves change
from summer green to the
brilliant -Fall coons as well as
a mark for'the end of the
harvest and the preparation
-For winter.
La Crosse has made October a time of fun -Feasting
and of. course, good beer.

One of the Wisconsin Tubas, an all male all tuba marching band
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison, belts out a bass line into
the crowd.

Bottom left: The Subtle Savage bus, fasioned with a
rooftop platform, held about
60 people as well as a dog
named Biscuit. The bus owners Aaron Baum and Tommy
Juhal were there at their 16th
Oktoberfest. The bus gets its
name from a bike team which
particaptes in race accross
Iowa called Ragbrai.
Below: One of the Oktoberfest royal family fallows along
side the Mrs. Oktoberfest
float.

The Band Box was just one of the many musical groups a
top old fire trucks and flat-bed trucks.

Bud, one of the many festival
voulenters disbensed beer Saturday at the bier halle.

